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goat journal : : from the editor

IT'S COLD
BUT MERRY!
H

OW OFTEN DO WE CORRELATE GOATS
WITH HOLIDAYS? In the Western Hemisphere, not very often. But on the other side of
the world, goats have a strong place in contributing to
the development of those societies. These traditions often begin with religion then become heirloom practices
within modern cultures.
It’s been a stressful year. We wanted to end it with a
little fun. Look inside this November/December issue
of Goat Journal for stories on the Scandinavian Julbock,
the 49-foot-tall Gävle Goat that usually meets a fiery
demise, the centuries-old Puck Festival in Ireland, Wisconsin’s famous “Roofing of the Goats,” and the Goat
Dancer’s and Babougera festivals in Greece.
We haven’t forgotten about what bothers goats (and
their owners) during cold weather, so Dr. Katie Estill
DVM has written a comprehensive piece on external
parasites and the best ways to manage them.
Would you like a little holiday crafting? Though
in previous issues we provided goat milk recipes for
sweets like caramel, fudge, and eggnog (which can all
be accessed on our Backyard Goats site with a digital
or All-Access Membership), in this issue we focus on
soaps, body products, and one of the trendiest yogurts
lately: Icelandic skyr.
And we can’t forget those important stories about
the safety and care of your goats, so Karen Kopf has
written about legalities and liabilities of owning goats,
especially if you invite guests to your property. And
Rebecca Sanderson warns about an often-overlooked

One of the few shots of my goats in the snow! It doesn’t snow often
around here. The goats are fine with that.

reason for iodine deficiency that can cause abortions
and birth defects.
We hope you enjoy this issue of Goat Journal. And we
hope your holidays and traditions — whatever you
celebrate — are merry, warm, and joyous!

Happy Holidays!

TELL US ABOUT YOU!
Do you have a story suggestion for Goat Journal? Would you like to tell us how you dealt with a
particular problem … or ask for advice regarding an issue that didn’t go so well?
Send your letters via email to goatjournal@gmail.com or the old-fashioned
way to Goat Journal, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451.
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Our mission is to raise
top quality, historic bloodline,
100% full blood South African Savannas.
DNA Parentage veriﬁed on all offspring.

Bob & Ann

Crouch

Cedar Hill, TN
615-394-3944
www.ptsavannaranch.com
anncrouch2@gmail.com
PT Savanna Ranch

Breed Selection • Feeding • Fencing
Health Care • Dairying • Marketing
Storey’s Guide to

Raising Dairy Goats
By Jerry Belanger & Sara Thomson Bredesen

This best-selling handbook is packed with detailed information on housing,
feeding, and fencing dairy goats. It’s been the trusted resource on the topic for
farmers and homesteaders since it was originally published in 1975, and the
new edition — completely updated and redesigned — makes Storey’s Guide to
Raising Dairy Goats more comprehensive and accessible than ever. In-depth
sections explain every aspect of milking, including necessary equipment, proper
hand-milking techniques, and handling and storing the milk. New color illustrations show each stage of kidding, and substantial chapters on dairy goat health
and breeding include the most up-to-date research and practices. 5th Edition

iamcountryside.com/shop/storeys-guide-to-raising-dairy-goats
970-392-4419
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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BLACK BOW FARM

W

E ARE BRYANT AND JANELLE JORDAN,
FOUNDERS OF BLACK BOW FARM,
a skincare and soap company located in
North Georgia. Our farm and its 12 ADGA Nubian
goats provide milk for our soap line and the lifestyle
is inspiration for our organic and natural skin care.
Our family has remained loyal to a way of life that has
more in common with old-fashioned values, but our
mother/son team with backgrounds in fashion photography and modeling do not fit the profile of your
typical farmers. We create art and beauty through our
old-fashioned lifestyle that entails hand-milking goats
or cultivating botanicals. All of our skincare products
are formulated in their purest form right on our farm
and not from a lab. Our mission is to take beauty to a
new level by sourcing organic luxury ingredients and
oils from all over the world, or right from our farm.
Goat milk popularity is gaining momentum around
the world. Their vitamin-rich milk transforms our soap
line into a solid luxury. Everyone seems to be searching
for products that have the ability to transform their
skin, but only with quality natural ingredients. Which
is why we pride ourselves in promoting transparency
in what we use within our products. We encourage
people to turn around every box whether it be a food
or beauty product and question its ingredients. The
next generation is more aware of the labels on the back
of a box, which is why only the purest ingredients
matter the most. They are demanding safer and pure
consumer products for the environment and themselves. Old-fashioned is the new modern!

8
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Old-Fashioned is
the New Modern

Website: www.BlackBowFarm.com
Instagram: @blackbowfarm
Facebook: @blackbowfarm

Parts Dept.

Parts Dept offers hundreds of goat products you
will find in our latest 200pg FREE 2020 catalog. Call for a FREE Catalog
Website: www.PartsDeptOnline.com
800-245-8222

MP Cooling Tanks

The MP cooling tanks range from 15 Gallons to 285 Gallons these tanks meet the
needs of all home, small dairy and cheese production facilities. Fast and stable
cooling and maximum energy efficiency are benefits when using any of our MP
models. These tanks are fully compliant with all 3A standards and regulations and
are Grade A. Tanks up to 90 Gallon run on standard 110V electricity and require
no special wiring, 140-285 Gallon run on 220V. 2 Year Warrantee

220 Gallon

Features
Grade A.
2 Year Warrantee.
Free Tank Valve.
Calibration Chart & Dip Stick.
Temperature Recorder Ready.

MP Cooling Tanks
15 Gallon
30 Gallon
60 Gallon
90 Gallon
140 Gallon
220 Gallon
285 Gallon

$2195.00 or $91/Mo
$2595.00 or $108/Mo
$3595.00 or $149/Mo
$4195.00 or $174/Mo
$5295.00 or $200/Mo
$7395.00 or $308/Mo
$7995.00 or $333Mo

Portable Vacuum Systems
Made 100% in USA
3/4 HP Vac supply $1295 (Runs 2 buckets)
Financing for 24 Months $45/Mo
1.5 HP Vac supply $1395 (Runs 4 buckets)
Financing for 24 Months $54/Mo

Nupulse Buckets & Claws
Complete bucket $459.95
Nupulse Claw $169.95

Feeder $41.95
Stand $15.95

Teat Wipes
Bucket / 700 $29.95
Refill / 700 $26.95

ITP205 $37.95

ITP207 $39.95
Vanguard
Claw $99.95

Free shipping on this item
in 48 States

Pulsators
BRK $79.95
L80 $105.95
LL90 $109.95

35Lb Goat Pail $400.00
35Lb Cow Pail $400.00

“Pritchard”
Flutter Valve
$2.35

1 Goat Portable Vacuum System
Made 100% in USA
3/4 HP Vac supply Only $699 (Runs 1 bucket)
3/4 HP Vac supply With Bucket $999

Goat Clusters
Automatic on/off
Silicone Liners & Hose
Clusters From $159.00

Vanguard
Inflation
$14.95

Fight Bac
$10.95 Single can
$8.95 Ea (case/12)
Dehorners
Stone 3/4” $99.00
Cordless $249.95

Kid Bar 1 $34.95
Kid Bar 7 $114.95
Kid Bar 10 $149.95
Dynamint Cream
Organic Approved
17oz Bottle $13.95
2 Litre Jug $39.95

Stainless Pasteurizer
2 Gallons in 1 Hour
All Stainless Steel.
Made in USA
$359.00

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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goat journal : : conversation
I am a new goat owner of two Nigerian Dwarf
bucklings, so I am trying to learn how to care for
them properly.
1. Goat #1 is eight weeks old and has not been
dewormed. Should I deworm him? I can get Safegard
dewormer from our TSC. Dosage? Just once? I have
not checked his eyelids for color.
2. Goat #1 is in a pasture with clover. He is also
given about ½ cup of goat grower pellets each day.
Do I need to feed him anything else? Loose minerals?
Alfalfa pellets?
Diane Denniston
Hi Diane,
Congratulations!
Let's start with question #1 first. In general, routine
deworming is a bad idea because it creates medication-resistant parasites on your property. And since
your goats are grazing, this is something you don't
want. It will haunt you forever. From where did you
get your goats? Where do you live? Have the goats
been on pasture before they came to you? These questions can help you decide if you need to deworm.
Then, it's good to check eye color (research FAMACHA to see how it works) and, if their inner eyelids
look a little pale, take the freshest manure possible to
a veterinarian or a veteran goat owner to do what's
called a fecal float test. This is important because not
all dewormers work for all worms, and this test will
tell you what kind of worms you're dealing with.
Speaking with a veterinarian will also tell you what
worms are in the area, and if they know of any specific ones that have become resistant to any certain
medications. Dewormer dosage is based on weight,
and most aren't labeled for goats. (Safegard is.) So,
the Safegard label will tell you how much to use, but
if you intend to use an off-label medication, consult
with a veterinarian for the correct dosage.
As for question #2, that sounds like a pretty good
diet. You should always offer free-choice loose minerals, no matter what the goats eat, to account for anything they're not getting from their feed. Clover and
alfalfa are pretty similar in nutrition, so I wouldn't
worry about adding alfalfa pellets while there is
clover growing. You should also offer some sort of
roughage, though: fibrous weeds, woody growth,
stems. This fuels their rumen bacteria, and neither
feed pellets nor young clover offers these.
I hope this helps!
Marissa
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I really enjoy your magazine and look forward
to getting it when it comes. I have to read it before
doing other things.
I was going through my old Dairy Goat Journals
of the 1990s and ran across this poster. Do you
know where I can get one? Or maybe one of your
readers have one I can buy?
Thanks so much!
Bernice Baker
Hi Bernice,
Though that’s not something that we have, I am
publishing your letter in case a reader has one to
sell. Readers can email me at goatjournal@gmail.
com and I will forward their information to you.
Marissa

We are writing in response to your May/June 2020
issue of Goat Journal: you asked readers if sheep should
be covered in Goat Journal also. My family loves that
you have expanded to cover “all things of raising
goats” and we hope you will just keep this amazing
informative magazine for goats only! However, we do
love the thought of creating another magazine just to
cover sheep. Why did you stop sending out sheep!?
Personally, we own both sheep and goats and we
love Goat Journal. Since sheep and goats have different
needs and requirements, we believe another magazine
on sheep joining Countryside Publications would be
amazing. We love that Countryside magazine covers a
bit of everything! Keep up the good work!
Anyway, we thought we would give some feedback.
A family that loves all
Countryside Publications magazines
Hi,
Thanks for your letter! sheep! magazine had a long
lifespan of providing valuable information to both new
and veteran sheep owners. But with modern times, we
feel we can better serve the sheep-owning audience
with a modern focus. We now include valuable sheep
stories within the pages of Countryside & Small Stock
Journal and online at iamcountryside.com. If you ever
have ideas or requests for sheep-related stories, you
can send your feedback to Countryside editor Ann Tom
at atom@countrysidemag.com.
Marissa

DO YOU
HAVE A
GOAT-RELATED
QUESTION?
WISH YOU COULD ASK A
GOAT EXPERT OR HAVE
A CHAT WITH SOMEONE
WHO ALSO HAS GOATS?
WELL, NOW YOU CAN.
Members of our Backyard Goats site can
ask via live chat or visit our Ask the
Expert section of Backyard Goats to see
if your question already has an answer!

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/
ask-the-expert
While we work with veterinarian consultants,
our editors are not veterinarians and cannot
recommend off-label medication or products for treatment, or dosage information.

Dear Editor,
I am writing you as the secretary of the Cashmere Goat Association. In your latest issue of Goat Journal Volume 98 No.5 September/October, there was an article on goat registries. The Cashmere Goat Association presently has a registry for cashmere goats that was not included in your list under the fiber goat registries. The
registry is open to CGA members and non-members as long as they meet the standards and criteria listed. It
is a great way to search and find cashmere goats to buy as well as a way keep your own cashmere herd data
secure for future use. Below is the link to the registry as well as our web page. It does not matter if you have
one or 100 cashmere goats. Thank you for the opportunity to share this information. Goat Journal's ability to be
inclusive of all breeds and classification of goats has made it a favorite among our members!
Christine McBrearty-Hulse, Secretary, Cashmere Goat Association, Cashmeregoatassociation.org

WE LOVE HEARING
FROM YOU!

Leave us a review on
facebook.com/goatjournal/
reviews

Goat Journal
P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451
or email goatjournal@gmail.com

goat journal : : reader photos

2
3

1

My name is Angela Shaw. My husband, Jamey Shaw Jr.,
and I own Shaw’s Nubian Goats. Here are photos I’d like
to submit for use in your magazine. Thank you. — Angela
Shaw

P H O T OS

1. Aiden Vaughn (12 years old) with his two-month-old baby
goat, Morrison. Sometimes a good laugh with your fur
babies makes the whole day better.
2. My 16-year-old daughter Saeward with her FFA show
goat, Rowdy. Goat hugs are the best hugs.
3. This is my 13-year-old son, Draven with Joplin, our threemonth-old Nubian goat.
4. Best Christmas present ever! My husband surprised
me with these two cuties; Nigerian Dwarf does Georgia
and Scout. — Elizabeth Shires, Ironstone Shire, Ironstone
Nigerian Dwarfs
5. Thanksgiving baby, last year. — Cheryl Martin

4
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5

6

ways to share:
6. Hi there from Top of the Hill goat farm ... I hope you
enjoyed your summer and read lots of fun stuff from
Goat Journal! This is an amazing magazine filled with
wonderful news and all sorts of things us goat owners
need and want to know and filled with beautiful pictures
... Keep reading always and tell your friends about Goat
Journal. Here are a few of our goats from this year!
Enjoy and love from all of us at Top of the Hill goat farm!
— Liz Biehl

email photos in jpg format to
goatjournal@gmail.com
message us on facebook:
facebook.com/goatjournal
tag us on instagram or
use #goatjournal:
instagram.com/goatjournal
mail your entry to:
goat journal
p.o. box 566
medford, wi 54451
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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back from the vet : : featuring dr. katie estill dvm

WINTERTIME PESTS AND GOATS

W

INTER CAN BE A DIFFICULT TIME TO MAINTAIN GOAT HEALTH
and production. In addition to the
feed and housing requirements
necessary to meet energy requirements with low temperatures, goats
can also have increasing energy
losses due to external parasite
burden. Though warm sunny days
may seem a more likely time to find
creepy crawlies on your critters,
there are several varieties of external parasite that are more prevalent
in winter than summer.
Infestations of lice in goats are
generally more severe in winter
months than summer. There are two
types of lice that infest goats. Sucking lice and chewing lice. Sucking
lice feed on the blood of the animal,
while chewing lice feed on skin surface particles. Both varieties of lice
have a similar life cycle, in which
the lice live on the host. Because of
this, transfer of lice is from animal
to animal. Goats infested with lice
have an unthrifty appearance, with
dull hair coat, and are often itching and scratching on whatever is
available. Infested animals, due

to the chronic irritation, also have
a decreased milk production or
weight gain.
Sucking lice have sharp biting
mouth pieces. There are a variety
of sucking lice found in the U.S.,
including the African blue louse,
goat sucking louse, and foot louse.
The African blue louse is found
primarily in semi-tropical regions
in the U.S. These lice are primarily
located on the head, neck, and body
of goats. The goat sucking louse
is found worldwide in temperate
regions. This louse will distribute
over the body of the goat. The foot
louse, unsurprisingly, is found on
the legs and underbelly of infested
animals. In addition to infestations
causing hair loss and lack of thrift,
severe infestations can result in anemia due to excessive blood loss.
Chewing lice have wide mouth
parts designed to scrape the skin.
There are several species of biting
louse in the U.S. The most notable
are the goat biting louse, the Angora goat biting louse, and the hairy
goat louse. The goat biting louse
primarily infests short-haired goats,
while the Angora goat biting louse

When treating lice infestations, it
is necessary to treat animals twice,
two weeks apart. Residual eggs
during the first treatment will hatch
10-12 days after treatment. Without
a second treatment the infestation
will not be controlled.
14
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and the hairy goat louse prefer
longer-fibered animals.
Diagnosis of goats with lice infestation is based on identifying goats
with lice crawling in the hair, or
eggs attached to the hair. Animals
will have clinical signs dependent
upon severity of infestation, ranging from poor hair coat, to ill-thrift,
to weakness and anemia. When lice
are identified on one animal in a
herd, all goats in the herd should
be treated. Goats with sucking lice
may be treated via off-label use of
injectable ivermectin or moxidectin. However, these medications
will not treat a goat with chewing
lice infestation. Treatment for both
sucking and chewing lice is topical
residual products, primarily those
containing permethrin as the active
ingredient. When treating lice
infestations, it is necessary to treat
animals twice, two weeks apart.
Residual eggs during the first treatment will hatch within 10-12 days
after treatment. Without a second
treatment the infestation will not be
controlled.
Mites are another variety external parasite that flourishes on
goats during winter months. The
two most common varieties are the
mange mite, Sarcoptes scabiei, and
the ear mite, Psoroptes cuniculi. Sarcoptes mites burrow into the skin of
the host animal’s body and limbs,
causing inflammation. Goats will
show varying clinical signs depending upon the severity of infestation. These signs range from mild
crusting and hair loss to severe hair
loss and pruritus. Psoroptes cuniculi, or the ear mite, unsurprisingly
primarily nests in the ears of goats.
These mites burrow into the skin of

the ear, causing crusting, foul odor,
and even head shaking or loss of
equilibrium.
Mites in goats are difficult to
treat, as there a few labeled products. Lime sulfur dips or sprays
can be used, repeating every 12
days. Topical permethrin products,
such as those used for lice,
may also be used, as well,
with repeat application in two
weeks. Ivermectin products
are not approved for use as
mite treatment and should be
used only if advised by your
veterinarian.
Keds, though most commonly associated with sheep, can
also be found to infest goats.
These creatures are a large
wingless fly. During their life
span of up to six months, meds
continually reproduce while
dwelling on an animal. Adult
keds have sucking mouth
parts that pierce the skin of
their host and suck their blood.
This behavior results in irritation
to the host animal, such as itching
and scratching. In well-fed animals,
keds cause limited clinical signs. In
more severe infestations, the feeding of keds can result in anemia or
cause such damage as to reduce the
value of the hide in animals raised
for slaughter. Keds can be treated
with topical permethrin products.
Due to the pupal stage of the ked
life cycle lasting for three to four
weeks, keds should be treated with
a long-acting product, or retreated
in one month from first treatment.
There are a variety of external
parasites that can affect goats
during winter months. These parasites can result in significant losses
in production within a herd. External parasites such as lice, mites,

and keds, are spread easily via goat
to goat contact. If one animal is
infected within a herd, they easily
infect the rest of the animals. When
addressing an infestation within
your herd, it is imperative to treat
all animals, to ensure eradication of
the infestation. The ideal treatment

If one animal is infected
within a herd, they easily
infect the rest of the animals. When addressing
an infestation within your
herd, it is imperative to treat
all animals, to ensure eradication of the infestation.
for most of these infestations is a
topical pour or dip. As these infestations are often found during the
cold winter months, the medication
must be applied during a fair day to
avoid inducing illness.

As with most diseases, it is much
better to prevent an infestation
in your herd, than it is to treat
one. These parasites are primarily spread from animal to animal
during close contact. Preventing
contact with animals outside the
herd is key to prevention. While
this may be a breeze on a small
farm, larger or range operations may have more difficulty.
Developing a management
plan for external parasites in
your herd is very helpful. Simple procedures, such as quarantining new animals for two
weeks prior to introduction
to the herd, can make a large
difference in parasite control.
The impact of parasite infestations is also reduced by having
healthy animals with balanced
nutritious diets. Once a parasite infestation is established
in your herd, treatment of all
animals is necessary to achieve
control. As many parasiticide medications are not labeled for goats, or
not for dairy goats, working closely
with your veterinarian will ensure
that you use the right products for
your flock.

SOURCES
Watson, Wes; Luginbuhl, JM. Oct 1, 2015. Lice: What They Are and How to
Control Them: Animal Science facts. NC State Extension
https://content.ces.ncsu.edu/lice-what-they-are-and-how-to-control-them
Talley, Justin. External Parasites of Goats Oklahoma Cooperative Extension
Service EPP-7019:
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-5175/EPP7019web.pdf
Kaufman, P. E., P. G Koehler and J. F. Butler. 2009. External parasites of
sheep and goats. ENY-273. UF/IFAS Extension. Gainesville, FL.
https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/IG/IG12900.pdf

DR. KATIE ESTILL DVM is a veterinarian consultant for Goat Journal, Countryside & Small Stock Journal, and
Countryside online. She works with goats and other large livestock at Desert Trails Veterinary Services in
Winnemucca, Nevada.
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katherine’s caprine corner : : featuring katherine drovdahl

Do you have a question for Katherine’s Caprine Corner?
Send it to us at goatjournal@gmail.com.
Katherine Drovdahl, MH CA CEIT DipHIr QTP, answers your questions about alfalfa for
pregnant does, cottonseed or flax seed, and pregnancy toxemia and ketosis.
Q. Why do some breeders stop feeding alfalfa to pregnant
does?
A: Being a trained herbalist and having raised dairy goats for over 20
years, and knowing many breeders that have had them 40 and 50 years,
we continue to feed alfalfa through the entire pregnancy. In the dairy cow
industry (which goats are not), cows can be set up for milk fever if farmers aren’t very careful to balance calcium and phosphorus ratios. But in
goats, we don’t have to micromanage that. Also, goats are more likely to
GET milk fever, or hypocalcemia, if they don’t get enough high calcium
WHOLE herb foods while pregnant. Winter and pregnancy and the dry
period are when they are building up their mineral savings account in their
bones. If their bones don’t get enough minerals, including calcium, then
your goat can go “bankrupt” when they start coming into milk. While my
goats are milking, they continue to get free choice alfalfa, which is the most
mineral-rich land feed we are aware of. Free choice means just that: they
get all they can eat. If yours aren’t getting that, work them up to that over
two-plus weeks so you don’t overwhelm their systems and cause acidosis,
or worse yet, enterotoxemia. Come the time of year when my lactating
goats don’t have much for pasture available, I add grass hay to their menu
at the rate of one flake of grass hay for every two flakes of alfalfa. If they
are bucks, I feed half and half year-round. This has worked very well for us
for over two decades without having to crunch numbers or micromanage
my goats. I also make mineral-rich kelp available, along with whatever
herb blends I want to give them at the time.
Q. Should I feed cottonseed or flax seed?
A: Flax! Here is why. Before GMO cottonseed was available, one of the
phytochemicals (plant chemistry components) in cottonseed was gossypol.
Gossypol is a toxin that will accumulate over weeks to months to toxic levels. Damage to the liver, kidneys, and or the heart can cause sudden death.
Preruminants are more susceptible, but ruminating goats are also susceptible. Even if you only feed “a little bit,” remember that the cumulative effect
will store in the cells and tissue and cause them to degenerate in wellness
with every cellular regeneration. Who wants to have their goats be less
productive, have less weight of gain, or less immunity besides starting or
increasing damage in the heart, liver or kidneys? That certainly isn’t sustainable nor conducive to abundant wellness. And now GMO cottonseed is what
is mostly available, which is marketed as “safe” for livestock, when GMO in
reality isn’t really safe. Look up Morgellon’s disease as well as other immunity issues. Flax seed, on the other hand, doesn’t have this problem and is a
great fat source for you goats. I like feeding WHOLE seed at the rate of one
tbsp for standard goats over 100 pounds, one to two times per day, and for
goats 75-100 pounds at ½ tbsp. Pre-ground flax or any seed with a shiny coat
is becoming rancid (hepato/liver toxic) as it’s exposed to air.
16
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Q. What is the difference
between pregnancy toxemia
and ketosis, and how would I
work with it?
A: Both of these metabolic disorders are the same condition. What is
different is the timing of them. Pregnancy toxemia occurs during pregnancy, often later in third trimester.
Ketosis happens after freshening and
usually early in the lactation. Both of
them are caused by an energy imbalance when the caloric/carbohydrate
needs of the doe become greater
than what her feed is providing for
her. In that situation, the doe will
start metabolizing fat at a fast rate to
provide more calories for her in-utero
kids’ quick growth needs or for her
quickly increasing lactation needs. As
she metabolizes fat at this fast rate,
toxins that were trapped in the fat are
released into the bloodstream quicker
than the liver and kidneys can break
them down. This results in too much
toxicity in the bloodstream, which
causes the goat to go symptomatic.
This often shows as being off feed
and listless, and as they go further
along, also swelling in the lower legs.
They may also grind their teeth and
have a chemically sweet “ketoic”
breath. Left on their own, these does
usually die, as they need increased
calories at a time when they feel too
nauseated from the toxins to want to
eat. I found early in my goating years
that the most susceptible goats were
those that were heavy milkers, those
carrying triplets or more, and those
that were finer-boned. Also consider
that pregnant goats have less space to
process hay and feed in their rumens,
the larger the kids get, but at that
same time have the greater nutrition-

al and caloric needs. I learned over
time to start grain feeding slowly
once my does hit third trimester,
which is about the last seven weeks
of their pregnancies. Then every
week, I increase their grain until I
have them up to their full milking
ration at about the seventh week.
So many people will counsel you to
add grain just the two weeks prior to
kidding, but that doesn’t match the
physiology of the fast-growing kids.
Once I started doing that, I never saw
toxemia again. If I were to face that
today, I would use blood-cleansing
herbs (normally, l don’t like to do that
during pregnancy but in this situation we have to save the doe) and I
increase calories with careful olive oil
drenches the moment I see a pregnant or freshly lactating doe going off
of feed.
A very blessed and wonderful
giving of thanks and Christmas holidays to you and yours this season!
Always, The Drovdahls and herds
at Fir Meadow.

The World Leader in
GOAT Equipment and Supplies
Check out our milking machines and other
products for Goats, Cows, Sheep, Llamas.
Also everything you need to show livestock.
Great prices on cheesemaking and
soapmaking products, plus animal health,
grooming, milking, and gift items and books
for breeders, homesteaders, and hobbyists.
Plus you can’t beat our service!
Visit us at our new, improved web site:

www.caprinesupply.com
1-800-646-7736 for orders or catalog
P. O. Box Y, DeSoto, KS 66018

Promoting and Registering
Miniature Dairy Goats
Aluminum folding goat stands
• Milk Production Program & Shows
• Annual Conformation Clinic

TMGRonline.com
619-417-0989

Online Pedigree Database

Proudly Made in Vermont by
High Country Aluminum Products
Tel 802-281-8245
Toll Free 877-274-2721
www.HighCountryAluminum.com
More info & photos of stands at:
www.BirchRidgeFarm.com/
goatstands.html

LaManchas, Suri/Huacaya
alpacas, and Norwegian Fjord horses
share their bit of Northwest paradise
with Katherine and her hubby, Jerry.
Besides having several alternative
certifications including a Master’s
degree in herbalism and Master’s
training in aromatherapy, she
operates for Fir Meadow LLC which
offers hope through herbal products
and consultations for goats, animals,
and people, and also has signed copies of her book, The Accessible Pet,
Equine and Livestock Herbal.
Due to her very busy schedule, after
many years of writing for Goat
Journal/Dairy Goat Journal, she is
passing the baton for Q&A to a new
person. It’s been delightful to share
with all of you over the years.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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feature : : julbock

Julbock
Sweden's Legendary

Yule Goat

by Cappy Tosetti

T

RIMMING THE CHRISTMAS TREE is a special time for many people around the world. Memories from childhood are often tenderly
tucked away in boxes filled with sentimental ornaments that bring
joy to the holidays.
In Sweden and other Scandinavian countries, there’s a popular goat-like
figure made of straw and red ribbon usually found under the tree or nestled among the branches. This is the Julbock, which translates into English
as “Yule buck” or “Christmas buck,” a symbol of good tidings and cheer.
Seeped in history, the Julbock stems from Norse mythology — ancient
fables of the North Germanic peoples (Scandinavians/Nordics) during the
Viking Age (790 to 1066 AD). This was a period in time during the Middle
Ages when Norsemen, known as Vikings, raided many parts of Northern
Europe and westward toward Greenland and Iceland.
One account centers around the Norse god, Thor, who rode the sky in a
golden chariot drawn by two mighty goats, Tanngrisnir and Tanngnjóstr.
Thor was associated with thunder, lightning, wind, storms, nature, and
agriculture. He chose the goats because of his connection with everyday
people, especially farmers. The animals have been domesticated well over
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10,000 years, providing companionship and valuable products such as
milk, meat, and fur.
Both Tanngrisnir and Tanngnjóstr
were the perfect pair for a powerful
god traveling the sky and land below. Legend has it that Thor regularly slaughtered the goats for food
while wielding a fierce-looking
hammer known as a Mjölnir. After
sharing a hearty meal with others,
he raised the same weapon to the
sky, resurrecting his faithful companions for another ride through
the clouds.
Thor and his goats were always
present during the Yuletide — December 21st through the first day
of January — protecting homes
and farmland, and the promise of
spring. Mythology still lives on
today; many people in Scandinavia
believe the sound of thunder is the
rumbling of Thor’s chariot wheels
in the sky.
As with any tall tale, various
aspects of the plot take on a life of
their own. In Scandinavia during
the 1600s, the story began to unfold
at Christmastime when townsfolk would dress in goatskins
draped over dark-hooded cloaks
with horns. They would roam the
villages, demanding food, pulling
pranks, and scaring children, along
with many an adult. People protested, calling the Julbock a demon.
This was no way to celebrate a
Christian holiday — the goat needed to change his ways!
Fortunately, a kinder version
of Julbock began to appear each
December. People still dressed as
goats, but softened their appearance
with smiling masks and brighter
colors. They traveled door-to-door
on Christmas Eve, spreading good
cheer and handing out gifts and
candies to each household. They
would often hide a small straw goat
somewhere on the premises, sending little ones into a frenzy with
hopes of finding the happy critter
before bedtime.

Saphir Clipper
DECK THE HALLS
Like mistletoe and gingerbread
houses (pepparkakshus), the Julbock
is an important part of holiday decorations. It’s always hung with care
at the front of the Christmas tree for
good luck. There’s a significance in
being plaited of straw: an old belief
that if one takes a sickle and cuts
the last sheaf of grain at season’s
end, good fortune will bestow the
family with next year’s harvest.
Forming the ornaments into the
shape of a goat honors Thor’s
bucks, Tanngrisnir and Tanngnjóstr.
Bundled in red ribbon is also
symbolic — not only is it a traditional color at Christmas, it’s a
favorite choice in decorating, advertising, and daily use in Sweden.
Sundays and public holidays (Röda
dagar) are marked in red on most
calendars, signifying days of rest
and celebration.
The Julbock ornaments range in
size from that of a tiny thimble to
larger stand-alone versions placed
by the front door and throughout
the house. The largest is Sweden’s
Gävle goat erected each December in Castle Square in the town
of Gävle, located in the northern
province of Norrland. The towering
creation stands 42.6 feet and weighs
in at three tons, giving it the honor
of holding the record of the world’s
largest straw goat according to the
Guinness Book of World Records.
Other straw critters dot the
landscape. While not as large as the
Gävle goat, the Julbocken at Skansen Open-Air Museum in Stockholm, Sweden are mighty impressive, standing three to five feet tall.
They’re part of the festive outdoor
decorations at the annual Christmas Market where visitors enjoy
shopping and strolling through
the museum’s 75 acres that showcase the country’s Nordic customs,
craftsmanship, and celebrations
of times gone by. One Julbock is
always perched on a large boulder,
with a handy ladder to reach the

The answer to all your grooming needs.

· Lightweight and balanced
· Up to 120 minutes of run time
· 2 Li-Ion rechargeable batteries
800 7 76 7042
coburn.com

The limited genetics of the Savanna create a
challenge for the breeder. The Ballifs specialize
in resurrecting old Savanna bloodlines from
the past, crossing them with current lines, thus
creating exceptional “Modern Antiques”. They
have traveled to acquire distinct bloodlines to
introduce into their breeding program. They have
been performing Artificial Insemination and Embryo
Transplants using the semen from original import progeny.
Sleepy Hollow is able to offer breeders original genetics
that are all DNA Parentage Verified! If you are searching
for that special Savanna that will set you herd apart,
contact Sleepy Hollow Farm today!
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top so children can climb on his
back for a photo opportunity. Such
happy memories!
Winter solstice is a festive time
throughout Scandinavia, filled
with many traditions and celebrations that bring joy and happiness
to young and old. As folks trim
the Christmas tree with cherished
Julbock ornaments, they enjoy
welcoming Julebukkers at the door
— neighbors singing carols as they
go Julebukking house-to-house. It’s
similar to wassailing in Great Britain, an ancient custom of visiting
orchards in cider-producing regions
of England where growers sipped
hot mulled cider and sang to the
trees to promote a good harvest for
the coming year.
Another favorite part of the holiday in Scandinavia is a visit from Jultomte (Father Christmas). He arrives
in two forms: as a familiar-looking
Santa Claus dressed in a red suit,
and as a gnome-like figure known as
Tomte in Sweden and Iceland, Nisse in
Norway, and Tomtenisse or Tonttu in
Finland.
He’s an enchanting little roly-poly
spirit from Nordic folklore — sporting a red knitted cap and a long
bushy beard — similar in looks
to a garden gnome. According to
legend, Tomte lives under the barn,
guarding the land, and protecting
the family and animals from evil
and misfortune. When he brings
gifts on Christmas Eve, he looks for
his favorite food — a bowl of hot
steaming julegrøt (rice pudding/
porridge) with a dab of butter on
top, and an almond hidden inside.
Like the Julbock, his presence is
always welcome in December,
spreading good cheer and reassurance that all’s well as the new year
dawns.
Folklore may seem frivolous in
today’s world, but for some, there’s
comfort in believing goats and
gnomes will stop by on Christmas
Eve, bearing gifts and well-being to
one’s home and family.
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Julbocken by Swedish painter John Bauer (1912) PD-US-expired.

God Jul Merry Christmas to all!
CAPPY TOSETTI lives in Asheville, North Carolina with her three rescue dogs that help her with Happy with Cappy Pet Sitting. She’s putting things in motion to someday crisscross the country in a vintage
travel trailer visiting draft horse and goat farms. cappyt@att.net
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An unregistered goat
is like a goat
behind a post
you can’t see.

“ADGA Registered” is trusted
ADGA.org
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Goat-Centered Traditions
Around the World
by Rebecca Sanderson

G

OATS ARE AN IMPORTANT ASPECT of many
cultures around the world.
Because they were so integral to
daily life, traditions and even myths
concerning goats sprang up in
various areas. Many traditions are
centered on religious events such as
Christmas or a particular festival.
Traditions that may seem odd to
one culture are meaningful to those
that celebrate. Here we explore
some goat traditions that are dear to
the people who uphold them.

JULEBUKKING

Another Scandinavian tradition
in line with the Yule goat, Julebukking is done between Christmas
and the New Year. People wear
masks and costumes, usually
including one dressed as the Yule
goat, and they sing songs at neighbor’s houses. The neighbors try
to guess who the people are, give
treats, and sometimes join to go
to the next house. This tradition is
common in other European countries, often called mumming or
mummering. In Latvia, it is thought
to bring blessings and fertility as
well as drive away evil spirits.

A Goatman at the Skyrian Goat Festival,
Skyros, Greek Islands.
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Earth from its winter slumber. This
three-day festival of fertility, food,
and wine culminates in a re-enacted “Dionysian Wedding” typically
performed with an all-male cast.

GOAT DANCER’S FESTIVAL

Meteņi mumming group (Budēļi, Buduļi or Būduļi) of Zemgale and Courland regions in Latvia,
2016. Photo credit: Spekozols / CC BY-SA 4.0

BABOUGERA

In early January, the Greek village of Kali Vrisi holds its annual
Babougera festival. It is said that
during the time of the Ottoman
Empire, the mythical Babougera
was so feared that the tax collectors
would stay away from this village.
Apparently, even Alexander the
Great used the men dressed in an-

imal skins with goat-like masks to
scare the elephants used by Persian
armies. With the large “horns” atop
fearsome masks and cowbells ringing out, the Babougera is a formidable sight. It is believed that this celebration began in honor of Dionysus,
the god of wine. It is also a fertility
celebration in which the noise of the
cowbells is meant to wake up the

On the Greek Island of Skyros,
the start of Lent is marked by the
Goat Dancer’s Festival. A man,
known as the yeros, dresses in the
black hides of goats with a mask
made from the skin of a kid. With
goat bells tied to his waist, he
dances through the streets raising a
cacophonous noise from the many
bells. He is followed by the korela,
usually a man dressed in a woman’s traditional blouse and skirt.
The korela is the “wife” of the yeros
and waves a handkerchief. There is
also a frangos, called the fool or the
foreigner. He is dressed in ridiculous clothes. They parade through
the streets at night during the festival, but daytime has other parades.
The local people dress in costumes;
sometimes making political statements, sometimes simply dressing
up similar to Halloween. On the
third day, they wear their traditional costumes. Many of these clothes
have been lovingly preserved for
more than a century. They dance
well into the evening.

Ritual bells of mummers.

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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PUCK FAIR

King Puck statue in Killorglin, County Kerry, Republic of Ireland. By Itub / CC BY-SA

It is said that this festival originated when a bad storm killed a goatherd’s entire herd of goats. Devastated, he skinned the goats, donning their
pelts, and tied their bells around his waist. Mourning, he went through the
town. The next year, the townspeople re-enacted his parade, and it became
tradition.

THE ROOFING OF THE GOATS

In Sister Bay, Wisconsin, an annual spring festival gets goats up on the
roof of a local restaurant. When Al Johnson put a traditional Scandinavian
sod roof on his restaurant, his friend Wink decided to play a prank by placing a buck goat on the sod. That little prank 40 years ago became a tradition when every summer Al brings a few of his goats each day to graze the
roof. This is commenced with the “Roofing of the Goats” festival in June
with owners around the county bringing their goats to town to parade
around, often in costume. With kids’ games and a Swedish pancake-eating
contest, it is a celebration for the books.

REBECCA SANDERSON grew up in a very small town in Idaho with
a backyard full of chickens, goats, sometimes sheep and ducks, and
other random animals in addition to the cats and dogs. She is now married with two little girls and loves the homesteading life! Her husband
is very supportive (tolerant) of her continued experiments in making
many items from scratch and he even helps sometimes.
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In the small town of Killorglin,
in Country Kerry of Ireland, the
annual Puck Fair draws crowds
from all over the country. Held
each year on August 10th, 11th,
and 12th, it was first recognized
by King James I in 1613, but no
one truly knows how long it had
been going on before then. Different legends explain how it may
have come about, perhaps evolving from a pagan festival, Lughnasa. Another legend explains that
a goat broke away from its herd,
running back to town and subsequently warning the town of
the invasion of Oliver Cromwell
and his army. There was already
evidence of a festival before this
time period, but it was called the
“August Fair” and was perhaps
renamed to honor the goat. When
the people of Killorglin celebrate,
they catch a wild male goat from
the surrounding hills, crown him
and hold him in a cage in town for
the three days. He is well-fed and
celebrated before being returned
to the wild at the end of the festival. With parades, horse and cattle
shows, craft fairs, and live music
there is much to enjoy in Ireland’s
oldest festival.

CONCLUSION

Some of our “goaty” traditions
seem to center around certain
areas of the world. While goats
have been important to civilization throughout most of the
world, some regions incorporated
them into traditions while others
did not. It is also quite possible
that the research readily available
is geared more toward European
history and simply misses many
other regions of our beautiful
world. We are certain that some
world traditions involving goats
have been missed in this article,
so please tell us the ones that you
know!

Registered
in the U.S.
since 2000
• Exceptional Mothering Skills
• Parasite tolerance
• Aggressive Foragers
• Very Aggressive Breeders
• Vigorous, fast-growing kids
• Less Producer input
• Strong legs and hoofs
• Higher weaning weights
• Improved muscle carcass yields
• Adds muscle when crossbreeding

There is a S.A. Savanna breeder near YOU!

Double B Goat Farm
Robby & Donna Blankenship
Alston, MO
417-778-6224
savannagoats1485@yahoo.com
Sand Road Savannas
Christine Baize
Owensville, IN
812-385-2874
clbaize@yahoo.com
Shady Grove Farm
Richard Saloom
Lanett, AL
334-734-0662
rsaloom@mac.com

Simpson’s Hilltop Savannas
Michelle & Eric Martin
Cottontown, TN
615-337-9636
www.simpsonshilltopsavannas.com

Texas Savannas
Larry Rutledge
Kempner, TX
940-733-6018
Ldeanr@yahoo.com

Ambush Farm
Newcomerstown, OH
740-227-3016
jbush12@kent.edu

Butte Ridge Ranch
Troy & Susan Young
Live Oak, CA
530.682.5462
butte.ridge@yahoo.com

East of Ekin Farm
Rex & Charlene Dunning
Atlanta, IN
317.742.6226
rdunning@zigwireless.com
Iron Star Ranch, INC.
www.ironstarranch.com
West Fork, AR
478.305.1009
PT Savanna Ranch
Bob & Ann Crouch
Cedar Hill, TN
615-394-3944
anncrouch2@gmail.com
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spotlight on crafting : : creations by sam

by Samantha Davis

W

HAT STARTED OUT AS A FUN, creative outlet for
a stay-at-home goat farmer and mother of two has
turned into a truly unique line of handmade livestock treasures. Samantha’s ability to take a vision and turn it
into reality has been the driving factor behind the success of
the small home-based business. Samantha, alone, has designed, poured, prepped, and painted each individual item.
Yes, every single one is different, handmade, and hand-painted. Limited to what time has allowed her to make, each
November 1st she offers Christmas ornaments. Incredibly, in
2019, the ornaments sold out in just three days! This spring,
she has updated her designs. Now with a more modern style,
offering Boer goats, her Showstock Series including a club calf,
show wether, hog, and jackpot lamb. Don’t worry, she has not
forgotten those dairy goat breeders, offering a Nubian and LaMancha doe and has plans to expand to include more breeds.
You can check out “Creations by Sam” on Facebook, where
you will see the latest designs and current “Auction Only”
items. Hop on over to join the page. You won’t want to miss
the highly anticipated, once a year, November 1st ornament
sale! Once they sell out, they are gone til the next year, so mark
your calendar.
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Sam and her family run Owyhee Colors, breeding stunning Boer goats.

Visit “Creations by Sam” on Facebook!

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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spotlight on crafting : : creations by sam

Limited to what time has allowed
her to make, each November 1st
she offers Christmas ornaments.
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goat owners : : goats and the law

GOATS
and the

LAW
by Karen Kopf

Do you know a good goat lawyer?
Actually, we do.

B

RETT KNIGHT IS A LICENSED ATTORNEY IN
TENNESSEE, a former state
prosecutor who is currently in private practice as a criminal defense
attorney. He is also a first-generation farmer who owns Tennessee
Kiko Farm with his wife, Donna.
While not criminal, farming introduced him to a different side of
the law. Goat law. He isn't likely to
represent you and your goats, but
he is happy to discuss the topic.
Goats can easily get themselves
— and you — in trouble.
The first question to ask when
considering goats: Is your property
located in an area that will allow for
the scope of your operation?
Brett cautions that before you
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buy the first goat, check your state
laws, local zoning, and ordinances.
“Google searches — even credible
lawyer sites — can be dangerous.
You may be getting advice that is
not specific to your state, or situation.” There are several different
definitions of land “use,” as well
as allowable stocking rates (animal
units per acre) depending on how
your area is zoned. Some areas allow goats — some areas allow goats
with conditions. Know before you
grow. Seasoned goat owners will
attest — “goat math” is real. Not
just in the multiplier of offspring,
but the desire for more and more
goats. “Donna and I started with
two goats, thinking ‘This will be
fun!’ Within three years, we had 100
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goats … not counting our babies
due in November …” Thankfully,
their area allowed for expansion.
Green light for goats? Slow down.
There are other aspects of the law to
consider.
You will be liable for the behavior of your kids. Liability can be
addressed in three ways: 1. Reasonable Measures; 2. Insurance Coverage; and 3. Business Formation.
In the Law of Negligence, the
“reasonable person standard” is the
standard of care that a reasonably
prudent person would observe
until a given set of circumstances.
(West’s Encyclopedia of American Law,
edition 2. 2008. The Gale Group.)
Brett cautions that most decisions
hinge on his standard, “The law

gives you reasonable protection to
act reasonably. If you don’t act reasonably, an attorney can offer little
defense.”
What is the reasonable standard
of care for a goat?
Goats need proper facilities.
Fencing a goat is one of the
world's oldest jokes, but no laughing matter when it comes to the law.
“It is an owner's legal duty to properly confine their goats. If you fail
to do that, you can become not only
civilly liable for any damage the
goats may do — but in some states,
like Tennessee — there is criminal
liability depending on the infraction.” Reasonable measures are a
goat owner's best defense. It is prudent to build a fence that is equal to
the standards in the goat-keeping
community, and to maintain that
fence. Any negligence on your part
not only leaves a hole in your fence
but a hole in your defense! If you
regularly post your goat escaping
on social media — and establish a
history of neglecting the risk — you
will have little defense if there is a
complaint.
Standards of care may vary.
Depending on how your goats are
viewed — as livestock or pets —
by your neighbors and the zoning
laws, there may be additional concerns to address in their care such
as the housing required, as well as
management of waste products,
odor, and noise. What might be
standard in a livestock operation
can be interpreted as neglect in a
pet situation.
Beyond the care of the goat, if
you choose to welcome visitors to
your goat operation, or engage in
“agritourism,” it is important to
recognize that farming has inherent
risk — large equipment, tools, uneven terrain, electric fences, chemicals, medication, the list is endless
— and most visitors are unaware
of the dangers. “Bringing people
on your farm is a great thing; I
don't want to discourage that.” In
fact, Brett and Donna are looking

Sgt. Fitzpatrick apprehends two goats caught out past curfew. Used with permission from Sgt.
Fitzpatrick/Belfast, Maine Police Department.

If you regularly post your goat
escaping on social media — and
establish a history of neglecting the
risk — you will have little defense if
there is a complaint.

forward to having visitors on their
farm. While there are agritourism
laws in many states to protect farmers, they don't protect from reckless
or intentional acts or negligence.
Before inviting guests it is imperative that you address any safety
concerns. Signage can be helpful

to give notice of risk: electric fence,
keep out, area closed, etc., but does
not completely absolve the farm
host of liability for their guests.
Offering products from your
farm — meat, milk, lotions, or even
crafts — may subject you to additional regulations. For food produc-
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Signs must be properly
worded to be effective, and
still do not excuse an owner
from negligence or acting
recklessly.

Many procedures that producers
commonly practice on their own
animals fall under the scope of
Veterinary Practice by law, and
require a veterinary license to
perform for compensation on
any animal that is not their own.

Thanks to Chief Ryan Austin, of Fort Plain Police department, and his
goat LEO.
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tion there are sanitation standards, licensing, labeling,
and possible inspection requirements. Other products
can fall under product safety regulations.
There are insurance policies to cover your financial liability for accidents or injuries that may occur. Discussing in detail your operation and circumstances with
an agent is critical, as is keeping your policy updated,
or you may find that certain incidents are not covered.
Many owners go a step further and have guests sign
waivers to release them from liability. A well-drafted
waiver informs the guest of the risk. While Brett is a
fan of waivers, “They must be properly worded to be
effective, and still do not excuse an owner from negligence or acting recklessly. Attorneys, insurance companies, and extension offices are good sources of waiver
templates, but must also be familiar with the activity
covered and the state and local law.”
The third option for limiting liability is in how your
business is legally defined. Most small operations fall
in the category of sole proprietorship or partnership,
where the owners are personally responsible for any
incidents. Brett suggests that, “If you are worried that
your liability risk could cause you to lose your personal
assets, you might consider a business formation. You
don't have to be a big operation to get the benefits of
being an LLC.” An LLC is a Limited Liability Company that separates your personal assets from your farm
assets. Forming an LLC can be done online by paying
a fee and completing paperwork — but you must operate like a business to be treated like a business under
the law. “The #1 reason an LLC fails is that it does not
act like a business. You must keep records, and cannot
commingle personal and business accounts.”
Beyond liability, there are other situations where
a goat operation might encounter the law: contracts,
scope of practice, and prescribing.
While verbal agreements can be binding, if you are
selling, leasing, or offering breeding services for goats,
it is prudent to have all business transactions in writing. Details are very important. Brett says, “You can do
almost anything (that is legal) in the form of a contract
if two people agree and put it in writing. A well-defined contract protects you, protects your relationship,
and protects your reputation.” Having a written contract clarifies the transaction and expectations for both
sides of the agreement.

DAIRY FARMERS:
Experienced goat owners often
have skills that can benefit inexperienced goat owners. While experience pays, it is not enough to merit
pay when rendering services from
producer to producer. Charging
a fee to do procedures on another person's animal or receiving
compensation to render services
can cost you. It is against the law.
Many procedures that producers
commonly practice on their own
animals fall under the scope of Veterinary Practice by law, and require
a veterinary license to perform for
compensation on any animal that is
not their own. Some violations are
issued warnings, some fines, and
some are felony charges.
Offering medication and dosage
recommendations for medications
not labeled for goats is also prohibited. To recommend dosage or
administer a drug for other than the
labeled species is called extra-label
prescribing and use, and can only
be done legally under the advice of
a licensed veterinarian with an established patient/provider relationship. To know the limits of practice
and prescribing, consult your state
veterinary medical association.
www.amva.org
While goats can easily get you in
trouble, you can circumvent the risk
by being proactive. Stay informed
of your state and local laws, take
measures to ensure everyone's safety, and do what a reasonable person
would do!

KAREN KOPF and her
husband Dale own Kopf
Canyon Ranch in Troy,
Idaho. They enjoy "goating"
together and helping others
goat. They raise Kikos
primarily, but are experimenting with crosses for
their new favorite goating
experience: pack goats! You
can learn more about them
at Kopf Canyon Ranch on
Facebook or kikogoats.org.

These are the
TOP EIGHT DOES
on the
USDA-DHIA
GENETIC
EVALUATIONS*
More information
available at
adga.org
and cdcb.us.

#1 CUMIN
#2 CZTAR
#3 EXTRACT
#4 HULA
#5 HABANERO
#6 HELIO DOE
#7 EKORIA
#8 HAZELNUT

You can actually reserve the next
son (or daughter) NOW from one of these
MOST PROFITABLE DOES at
caprikornfarms.com –
click on
“Advance Baby Sales”
*USDA Genetic Evals strictly measures milk/fat/protein. No show info. included!

WE
RT!
EXPO

CAPRIKORN FARMS
SAANENS FOR DAIRY FARMERS

caprikornfarms.com
20312 Townsend Road | Gapland, MD 21779 | (301) 834-8030
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I'M SELLING, TRADING,
OR GIVING AWAY MY GOAT
A Short Tutorial on the Need for Permanent Identification
Written by By Peggy Boone, Owner of International Goat,
Sheep Camelid Registry IGSCR-IDGR
https://www.igscr-idgr.com/

Common things people say or advertise:
• “For Sale for $100 without registration certificate or $275 with registration certificate.”
• “I just paid cash, so I don't need a
bill of sale or transfer.”
• “I just traded for the goat, so bills
of sale are not necessary.”
• “Oh, I always sell my goats at the
auction or on the online lists and I
never need I.D. The cops won't stop
me anyway.”
We see these types of comments all
the time in all breeds of goats.
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A Little Story
“HOWDY. I'M JANE OF NORTHERN DAWN DAIRY
GOATS. I have so many people wanting my goats and I
don't have a clue the legal way to sell them. I dislike it when
I go to buy a goat and there is no identification on them.
Without a bill of sale and permanent identification, how can
I prove it is my goat? Also, if I put my farm's I.D. on the goat
I purchase, then what if it is sick? I don't want that disease
to trace back to my own herd, because I am NOT the herd of
origin for this goat.
Finances are now so tight for my family and me that I may
be forced to quickly take all my highly bred goats to the auction, so my family doesn't lose our home. I don't want my
registered goats to be turned into grade unregistered animals
just because I am so broke financially that I can't afford to
keep them. I bred them very carefully for years and have
built up a herd of dairy goats that will stand behind you no
matter what. So how can I ensure that the scrapie law will
not nullify the registration certificates?
I've been told that I could put a non-detachable collar on
my goats with the scrapie tag on that. I've looked all over
the internet and can't find anything that even resembles a
non-detachable collar. So, what is it, anyway?
All these types of permanent identification are driving me
crazy, because I don't know how to do it or what type to use.

“I hate those scrapie tags
in my goats' ears, so I'm gonna just take them out.”
Nope, you can't take those
tags out. It is against the law.
Once the goat has a scrapie
tab, you can't take it out.

It's the Law
Guess what! It is the law and
for good reason. By federal law,
all goats and sheep that move off
of our property must have several
things:
1) At least one form of approved
identification, physically on the
animal.
2) Record of herd of origin of that
animal, and also record of that animal's ownership change anytime
we sell, trade, or give away that
animal.

And, what if your goat gets out of
your property? Many goats look so
similar that it is hard to know if the
goat is yours, when found. Identification will solve the problem if it is
your goat.
Let's look at it this way. You buy a
car. If you don't have a bill of sale, a
few things can happen:
1) You cannot register the vehicle
and thus you cannot legally drive it.
2) You can actually go to jail for
theft, even though you did not steal
it.
It is the same way with goats.
Animals are stolen all the time or
get out of our pens. We don't want
our goats impounded or have to
pay a fine because we didn't put
permanent identification on them.
We love our animals and we want
them safe.

Let me tell you a story on our
ranch. We had a wolf go through
our herd one night. The cows were
so petrified that they took the
barbed wire fence and LEFT THE
COUNTRY. I mean they flat lit out.
Whenever anyone would come near
them, they would take off again. It

“Does a wether need identification?”
Yes, if:
• 18 months or older and
not going to slaughter or for
grazing purposes;
• If change of ownership
and under at least 18 months
of age.

Why?
Well, it’s for your and your
animal's protection and also for
disease traceability. Or maybe
you’re trying to prove ownership
or lineage.

“I bought this goat and it
has no permanent identification. What should I do?”
• You may put your identification in the goat's ear, but
make sure you have that bill
of sale and keep record that
this is not a goat conceived on
your farm.
• If animal is registered,
notify your registry with
the new identification. They
will enter on the registration
certificate.

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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took the entire community to get
those cows home.
Let’s think of this in terms of
possibility of theft. If we hadn't had
identification on that herd of cows,
then anyone could have trapped
them and stolen them. They could
have made quite a bit of money
from selling our herd.
So, this could be your goat, and
not my parents' cow herd.

Registration certificates and
what must be recorded:
• All identification for that
animal, original and current;
• If someone places their
ID on an animal that is NOT
for breeding, record on the
registration certificate whose
identification it is.

A comprehensive
and inspiring guide
small-scale fiber
farming and
wool crafting.
The Good Living Guide to Keeping
Sheep and Other Fiber Animals
By Janet Garman

Or what about disease?
Some herds are diseased and this
is the other reason for this law of
permanent identification, record of
sales, and transfers of ownership. We
need to all work together to correctly
identify our goats. There are diseases
out there that can actually harm our
own livestock or even people.
“Alrighty then. You say I must
use permanent identification on the
goat. What are those types?”
• USDA-issued scrapie tags ...
and/or
• Tattoo assigned by an approved
USDA registry (goats must be
accompanied by USDA approved
registry) ... and/or
• Microchip, with an “E” tattooed
in the ear to signify that there is a
microchip (goats must be accompanied by a USDA-approved registry
registration certificate)
• Non-detachable collar with the
scrapie tag, ONLY if there is a tattoo
in the ear that the scrapie tag would
cover up.
Identification must be physically
on the animal, not just on the registration certificate.

PEGGY BOONE is owner
of igscr-idgr.com, Northern
Dawn, and Northern Dawn
Dairy. She is currently partnering with a lab for creation
of unique DNA testing. Peggy operates a small homestead specializing in heritage breed Nigerian Dwarf,
Nubian, and Miniature
Nubian goats, where she focuses on saving breeds and
homestead goats who will
sustain their host families.

Keeping Records
• Owners and breeders must
keep a record of all identification of each animal for at least
five years;
• Registries must keep record
of who owns the identification
codes and what animals wear
those codes.

“I'm selling my registered dairy
goats in an auction, so what do I
do?”
The law is that when selling
goats in an auction, that the goat
must have a scrapie tag. Most of us
dairy goat people refuse to put tags
in our goats' ears. Yet if we sell in
the auction, the goat must have a
scrapie tag.
Did you know that if your goat's
registration certificate has a tattoo
or other permanent identification
on it, that if you put a different type
of I.D. on the goat (such as scrapie
tag), that this nullifies the registration certificate? Why? Because it
covers up the tattoo in the goat's
ear. So basically, your American
or purebred dairy goat is all of the
sudden a grade, just because you
sold it in the auction.
So, what can you do? You can notify your registry of your intent to
sell in an auction. Then put the scrapie tag on a non-detachable collar.
What is a non-detachable collar,
anyway? Well, it can be as simple
as a piece of nylon webbing that is
closed by the insertion of the scrapie tag.

SOURCES
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Permanent
Identification for
Goats in the United
States of America
By Peggy Boone, IGSCR-IDGR

Whether you legally must have permanent identification on your goats, or if it’s just
a good idea, here are guidelines to tagging your herd.
When Your Goats Legally Need Permanent
Identification
• Crossing states lines;
• When sold at markets/auctions;
• When changing owners.
Why Else is Permanent Identification Important?
• To find your animals after natural disasters like wildfire,
hurricanes, or tornados;
• To prove you own an animal that was stolen then
found;
• To accompany a bill of sale and prove that you legally
purchased or sold that animal;
• Identification of animals in accordance of show rules;
• Registration of animals for breeding, documentation,
or adding value;
• To track disease back to the herd of origin;
• To track lineage and help prove lineages in an official
registration or pedigree.
Types of Permanent Identification:
• USDA-issued scrapie tag, attached to the ear;
• USDA-issued scrapie tag, attached to a non-detachable collar ONLY if the tag will cover up a tattoo or if
there are no ears or gopher/elf ears such as with LaMancha goats. (Not all states will accept collar ID.);
• Herd tattoo;
• Microchip with accompanying “E” tattoo if the microchip is in the ear or “ET” if in the tail web. Goat microchips must be 840. If you are placing microchips in the
animal yourself instead of having a veterinarian place it,
you must obtain a USDA Premise ID, a Flock ID, and a
National PIN;
* Tattoos and microchips must be accompanied by an
official registration certificate, application of registration not more than six months old, or an application for
transfer not more than 60 days old. All forms must be
stamped by an official USDA-approved registry.

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com

Did You Know?
All official ID must be physically on the goat or sheep
to be legal.
A Flock ID and number, under the USDA Scrapie
Eradication Program, is like a Social Security Number for
your goats. By calling 1-800-USDA-TAG and setting up
your herd, you receive free ear tags if this is your first
time obtaining scrapie tags, which are universally legal
identification for registration, crossing state lines, veterinarian certificates, and for market/auction sales. Goats
do not have to be purebred or registered to obtain
scrapie tags.
If you put an ear tag OVER an existing ear tattoo, the
ear tag then nullifies the tattoo. If the animal is registered, the new ID must be given promptly to the registry or they may revoke the registration. To retain both
tattoo and scrapie tag on your goats, place the tag on a
non-removable collar.
All goats moving OFF your property must have legal
permanent identification along with a record of origin for
that goat. This can include a registration certificate that
matches the identification or a Certificate of Veterinary
Inspection. You are required to keep a record of purchases and sales for up to five years, usually via a bill of
sale or transfer from the seller to the buyer.
Once a USDA scrapie tag has been attached, it is
ILLEGAL to remove it for any reason, except in special
circumstances in which an animal must have it removed.
Removal must be legally done through an approved
professional who must keep special records on this removal and new identification. If the if a goat rips tag off
or it falls off on its own, you can assign a new tag and
update registration paperwork with the new number.
For more information on Flock IDs and scrapie tags,
visit igscr-idgr.com/registration/scrapie/.
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Goats are Super

by Anita B. Stone

Groups of goats,
in Sicily
specifically,
actually display
signs of
physiological
and social
nervousness
leading up to
volcanic activity
or leading up to
an earthquake.
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HERE ARE MANY UNKNOWNS ABOUT GOATS. One surprising
characteristic of goats has been receiving recent attention: the possibility that these versatile four-legged animals have the capability
to be a seismic alarm system. Interest in this possibility began with a
goat-herder in Italy who noticed something peculiar. His goats, the Argentata del Etna, are a breed of goat found nowhere else in the world. Each
morning, the herder, Gaitano, took his goats out onto the slopes of Mt.
Etna, an active volcano on the coast of Sicily. He knows that on the upper
slopes of the mountain, there are glades of a yellow flower that he believes
gives his goats’ milk a unique taste. “The goats will eat just about anything,” he says, as he hurriedly encourages them to the flower area. Gaitano has been a goat herder on the mountain his entire life and during that
time, he has observed a bizarre behavior in his goats. He noticed that his
goats behaved erratically not only during one of Mt. Etna’s eruptions, but
even before an eruption occurs, before anyone else has noticed anything at
all. Does this mean that goats can predict seismic and volcanic activity?
Scientists at the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology have set out to
answer that question.
A team of scientists attached GPS devices to a herd of goats on Mt. Etna
and concluded that the goats’ movement do correlate with volcanic activity. The goats seemed to be moving off the mountain before an eruption.
“There are many anecdotes about animals being able to foresee disasters
such as earthquakes or volcanic eruptions,” says Martin Wikelski, Director
of the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology. “Groups of goats, in Sicily
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specifically, actually display signs
of physiological and social nervousness leading up to volcanic activity
or leading up to an earthquake.”
Whenever a major eruption was
imminent, the researchers observed that the goats were already
perturbed, hours before, running
up and down the slopes or hiding
under bushes and trees when they
had the opportunity. By recording
goat movements around the clock,
the researchers learned to interpret
the relevant goat behavior. Doing
so enabled the scientists to reliably
predict each of the mountain’s major eruptions earlier than registered
on seismic instruments.
On another front, an international
space station is using animals to
predict national disasters. Spacewalking Cosmonauts set up antennae for tracking birds, then they
released a series of tiny satellites.
Two Russians on the ship were
responsible for installing antennae
for a German-led animal tracking
project known as “Icarus” (International Cooperation for Animal
Research Using Space). This project began tracking blackbirds and
turtle doves outfitted with small
GPS tags. The researchers plan to
continue their monitoring project
to include songbirds, fruit bats, and
bigger wildlife. They use ear tags
for bigger animals like gazelles,
jaguars, camels, and elephants and
leg-bands for storks. Jeremy Wang,
chief technical officer with a Canadian drone company, The Sky Guys,
associated with these research efforts, says the scope of research includes forecasting natural disasters
along with other areas of animal
science. “We are looking at things
like migration patterns and disease
transmissions. One of the really
interesting areas that the Icarus
corporation has been looking at, is
volcanic activity and earthquakes.
As part of that study, we noticed
a change in goat behavior.” Wang
states, also, “Some have shown to
have unusual talents, which are
still being discovered. Goats learn

Could it be a vibration in the ground or
a smell in the air? No one is sure, yet, what
is triggering their retreat, but the rumor
remains that if you see a goat running
or hiding, it might pay to follow it!
quickly to go around a barrier to get
to food once they watch humans
do it. They have a keen sixth sense
to many events.” Seventeen goats
and a sheep took part in a behavior
study. Researchers attached GPS
devices to the goats and found that
their movements correlated with
volcanic activity. “It’s as if they
have an intimate connection to the
Earth,” Wang stated. Could it be a
vibration in the ground or a smell
in the air? No one is sure, yet, what
is triggering their retreat, but the
rumor remains that if you see a goat
running or hiding, it might pay to
follow it!
Ongoing studies are continuing
to monitor and document the start,
duration, and progression of volcanic eruptions, and researchers were
able to establish that when a severe
eruption began, the goats had been
unusually active about six hours

before the event. “The goats suddenly get very active,” says Wikelski.
“Something unsettled them. When
all of them react almost simultaneously, there must really be something going on.” Global monitoring
and tracking of animals’ behavior
have been enormously successful in
several areas of interest and it seems
that it has helped us understand that
goats have a keen instinct for what’s
happening inside a volcano. Goats
have a great deal to offer with their
ability to exhibit early warnings of
volcanic eruptions.
“Perhaps they perceive the smell
of rising magma leaking through
the ground,” offers Wikelski. “But
even if the mechanisms haven’t yet
been clarified, the goats do seem to
be superior to the technical equipment currently available to volcanologists when it comes to early
detection.”
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GOAT INTELLIGENCE
How Smart Are Goats?
by Tamsin Cooper

T

HOSE OF US WHO KEEP GOATS GET TO EXPERIENCE HOW SMART they are, how quickly
they learn, and how much they connect with
us. However, it is easy to under- or overestimate the
mental powers of animals, and we have to be careful
how we interpret what we observe. Firstly, we want
to be sure that we do not dismiss them as insensitive
to events going on around them: situations that might
distress or excite them. Secondly, we must avoid overestimating their understanding of our requirements
of them, so that we avoid frustration when they do
not behave as we desire. Finally, they will thrive and
perform better if their environment is interesting for
them without being stressful. And for that, we need to
understand how they perceive their world.
Goats evolved the kind of intelligence that they needed for living wild in mountainous areas where food
was sparse and predators a constant threat. They have
good discrimination and learning skills to help them
find food. Their sharp minds and acute senses allow
them to avoid predators. Harsh conditions favored
group living, needing good memories and sensitivity to
the identity and state of companions and competitors.
Over many thousand years of domestication, they have
retained most of these abilities, while adapting to living
and working with humans.
The inner workings of the goat mind are not an
open book for humans to interpret by comparing their
behavior to ours. There is a real danger that we will
incorrectly assign motives and emotions that are not
experienced by our goats if we attempt to humanize
them. To gain an objective view of how goats think,
cognitive scientists are providing concrete data to back
our observations. Here, I will look at several cognition
studies that provide evidence for some of the goat
smarts we see regularly on the farm.

Goat before the computer screen used to present a choice of four
symbols, one of which delivered a reward. Photo courtesy of FBN.

Quick Learners

Goats are notably good at working out how to open
gates and access hard-to-reach food. This skill has
been tested by training goats to manipulate a specially
designed feed dispenser. Goats needed to first pull a
40
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Goat demonstrating steps to operate the feed dispenser: (a) pull lever, (b) lift lever, and (c) eating the reward. Red arrows indicate the direction
required to complete the action. Image credit: Briefer, E.F., Haque, S., Baciadonna, L. and McElligott, A.G., 2014. Goats excel at learning and remembering a highly novel cognitive task. Frontiers in Zoology, 11, 20. CC BY 2.0.

rope, then lift a lever to access the
treat. Most of the goats learned the
task within 13 trials and one within
22. Then, they remembered how to
do it 10 months later. This confirms
our experience that goats will readily learn complex tasks for a food
reward.
Goats are highly motivated to
consume feed because, as herbivores, they need a good deal of it
to support their metabolism. In
addition, we must bear in mind that
goats are rather impulsive. Their
eagerness to consume may override
their training and good sense. Goats
were trained to go around the side
of an opaque plastic cylinder to
retrieve a treat. While most of them
had no difficulty learning the task,
the situation changed when a transparent cylinder was used. Over half
the goats pushed against the cylinder trying to reach the treat directly
through the plastic in every other
trial. Transparent barriers are not
a feature that nature has equipped
them to deal with, and this is a good
example of impulse over intelligence that we need to bear in mind.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Other factors that might hinder learning could be
as simple as the layout of the facility. Goats may be
naturally reluctant to enter a confined space, such as a
corner or dead-end, where they could get trapped by
an aggressor. Indeed, when reaching through a barrier
would have meant entering a corner, goats learned
faster to go around it to access feed.

Finding Food

Healthy goats are alert and sensitive to their surroundings, as a survival strategy against predators.
Some are also great observers and skilled at watching
where you hide food. When goats could see where
experimenters had hidden food in cups, they chose the
baited cups. When the cups were moved around while
the food was still hidden, only a few goats followed the
baited cup and chose it. Their performance improved
when the cups were different colors and sizes. A few
goats were able to work out which cups were baited
when the experimenter showed them the cups that
were empty.

Goat choosing hidden treat uncovered by experimenter. Photo courtesy of FBN (Leibniz Institute for Farm Animal Biology).

In these experiments, some goats performed a lot
better than others. Another study showed that this
could be down to personality differences. Some goats
tend to explore and investigate objects while others remain still and watch what is going on. Some may have
been distracted because they were looking for their
companions. Researchers found that less explorative
goats were better at choosing the baited cups when
cups were transposed, presumably because they were
more observant. On the other hand, less sociable goats
performed better in tasks that required choice of food
containers according to color or shape, perhaps because
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they were less distracted. Bear in mind that goats tend
to choose locations where they have found food before,
but some focus on the features of the container more
than others.

Computer Games

Goats can discriminate rather detailed shapes on a
computer screen and work out which shape out of a
choice of four will deliver a reward. Most can work this
out by themselves by trial and error. Once they get the
hang of it, they are faster at learning which symbol delivers the reward when presented with a different set of
symbols. This shows that learning a task promotes their
learning of other similar tasks. They can also categorize shapes and learn that different shapes of the same
category deliver the reward. They memorize solutions
to particular trials for several weeks.

Social Skills

In many circumstances, goats favor their own
investigations, rather than learning from others. But
as social animals, surely they learn from one another
too. Strangely, there have been few studies of goats
learning from their own kind to date. In one study,
goats watched a companion choose between different
feed locations that were re-baited between trials. These
tended to target where they had seen their companions
eating. In another, kids followed the food choice of the
doe that raised them by not eating the plants that she
avoided.
Goats are interested in what other goats are looking
at, as it may be a source of food or danger. When a
single goat’s attention was caught by an experimenter,
herd-mates that could see the goat, but not the experimenter, turned around to follow their companion’s
gaze. Some goats follow human pointing gestures and
demonstrations. Goats are sensitive to human body
posture and prefer to approach humans who are paying them attention and smiling. They also approach humans for help when they cannot access a food source or
beg with distinct body language. I will cover research
on how goats interact with humans in a later issue.

Social Recognition and Tactics

Goats recognize one another by looks, voice, and
odor. They combine different senses to commit each
companion to memory, and they have long-term memory of individuals. They are sensitive to the emotion
in other goats’ facial expressions and bleats, which can
affect their own emotions.
Goats may plan their tactics by assessing what others
can see, showing they can take another individual’s
perspective. One experiment recorded goats’ strategies
when one food source was visible and the other hidden
from a dominant competitor. Goats that had received

aggression from their competitor
went for the hidden piece. However,
those that had not received aggression went for the visible piece first,
perhaps hoping to get a larger share
by accessing both sources.

Keeping Goats Happy

Animals with sharp minds need
the kind of stimulation that is
fulfilling without leading to frustration. When free-ranging, goats
get this through foraging, roaming,
play, and family interaction. In
confinement, studies have shown
that goats benefit from both physical enrichment, such as climbing
platforms and cognitive challenges,
like the computerized four-choice
test. When goats were given the
choice of using the computer puzzle
as opposed to free delivery, some
goats actually chose to work for
their reward. We need to ensure
that all personalities and abilities
are catered for when choosing pen
features that are fulfilling without
inducing stress.

Essential Goat Care Books from karmadillo Press

MAIN SOURCE
Nawroth, C. et al., 2019. Farm
Animal Cognition — Linking
Behavior, Welfare and Ethics.
Front Vet Sci, 6.
For references see
“Are Goats Smart?” on
backyardgoats.iamcountryside.
com.

TAMSIN COOPER is a
smallholder who owns
goats and chickens in
France. She follows the
latest research on behavior, welfare and sustainability, and mentors on
animal welfare courses.
Find her on
www.goatwriter.com.

Goat Health Care, 2nd Ed.

Goat Midwifery

Whether you are just starting out or have
had goats for years, you will find this
popular and practical guide indispensable
for keeping your goats healthy.
262 pages, paperback

This handy, first-line resource will help
goatkeepers prevent problems and provide
the tools necessary for identifying and
dealing with problems when they do arise.
80 pages, spiralbound

$21.95

$15.00

Goathealthcare.com

22705 Hwy 36, Cheshire OR 97419
Check out our Kindle books at Amazon.com
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Iodine
Deficiency
One Reason for Late-Term
Abortions in Goats
by Rebecca Sanderson

I

ODINE DEFICIENCY. DID YOU EVER HEAR ABOUT THE “GOITER
BELT” in health class? It was a wide swath of land through the northern
United States in which a high percentage of people had goiters up until
1924 when iodized table salt became standard. Well, goiters don’t only
happen in humans; they can happen in animals, too. Goats are especially
susceptible to goiters and iodine deficiency.

Brassicas such as cabbage and broccoli have been identified as containing goitrogenic compounds.

Symptoms
A goiter in a goat presents as a swollen lump on their neck, just a little
below their jaw. This is not to be confused with bottle jaw, which is swelling right under the jaw. While developing a goiter or enlarged thyroid
gland is the most common symptom of iodine deficiency in goats, it is
often not the first symptom if your goats are due to give birth soon. A
pregnant doe that is suffering from iodine deficiency will often have a lateterm abortion. If she is able to keep the kids until full-term, they likely will
be stillborn. An iodine-deficient baby goat is often hairless and will have a
visibly enlarged thyroid gland. The doe may experience a retained placenta
or pregnancy toxemia (Hart, 2008).
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Babies born alive have a small
chance of living, depending on how
bad their deficiency may be. If you
work quickly, there is a chance that
you could reverse the deficiency
and save the kid. Gloria Montero
has been able to do this. When her
herd was suffering from iodine deficiency, she had a goat give birth to
triplets. One was stillborn, and another was born barely alive but died
shortly after birth. They were both
hairless and had goiters. One of the
triplets was born with normal hair
but still had a very enlarged thyroid
gland. Gloria swabbed liquid iodine
under his tail multiple times in
the first few days of the goat’s life,
and he managed to pull through to
become a healthy goat.
Primary vs. Secondary Deficiency
Gloria had to consult her vet
about the obvious iodine deficiency present in her goat herd. She
gave free-choice minerals, and they
contained sufficient iodine. However, her vet, Dr. Forbes, helped
her become aware of another way
in which goats can be deficient in
iodine. This is termed secondary
deficiency.
Primary deficiency would be
when there is insufficient iodine in
the diet. Secondary deficiency is
when something is preventing the
absorption or utilization of iodine
in the body. That something preventing the goats from absorbing
the iodine in their diet was a food.
“Goiter, or an abnormal enlargement of the thyroid gland, can
be hereditary or caused by such
things as iodine deficiency or the
consumption of goitrogenic compounds,” said Nevada Department
of Agriculture (NDA) veterinary diagnostician Dr. Keith Forbes, DVM.
“Goitrogens are substances that
block the activation of thyroid hormones by iodine and can be present
in cabbage, broccoli, sorghum, and
other food items. Decreased iodine
levels can also result from consuming what may appear to be a proper
diet. Iodine can be leached out of
feedstuffs grown on poor (sandy)

Primary deficiency would be when
there is insufficient iodine in the diet.
Secondary deficiency is when something is preventing the absorption or
utilization of iodine in the body.
soils or the absorption of iodine
in the intestines can be decreased
by consuming excess calcium or
nitrates.”
While Gloria was never under
the impression that goats can eat
literally anything, she had no idea
that certain foods that goats like
could cause a vitamin deficiency.
These foods are mostly the Brassica
genus. This includes broccoli, cabbage, Brussel sprouts, and mustard

though the goat is eating enough
iodine. This effect is so strong that
studies have shown that a goat
would need 2.5 times the adequate
intake of iodine in order to not be
deficient (Bhardwaj, 2018). This
would have to come in the form of
specific iodine supplementation,
not just free-choice minerals.

greens. Other foods that also contribute are soy, peanuts (including
the plant tops), and oil meals such
as rapeseed meal. They contain
a substance called glucosinolates
(Department of Animal Science
— Plants Poisonous to Livestock,
2019). When eaten, these glucosinolates block the thyroid from using
the iodine that is in the body. This
causes symptoms of underactive
thyroid and iodine deficiency even

Left: One of Gloria Montero’s stillborn kids, mostly hairless and with an enlarged goiter due to
iodine deficiency. Right: The surviving kid, doing well after iodine therapy at birth.

RESOURCES
Bhardwaj, R. K. (2018). Iodine Deficiency in Goat. In Goat Science (pp. 7582). London, UK: IntechOpen.
Department of Animal Science - Plants Poisonous to Livestock. (2019, 2 28).
Retrieved April 24, 2020, from Cornell College of Agriculture and Life Sciences: https://poisonousplants.ansci.cornell.edu/toxicagents/glucosin.html
Hart, S. (2008). Meat Goat Nutrition. In Proc. 23rd Ann. Goat Field Day
(pp. 58-83). Langston, OK: Langston University.

Deficient Soil
Many areas of the United States
(and the rest of the world) have sufficient iodine in the soil that plants
intake, thereby passing it on when
humans or animals eat the plant.
However, there are certain areas,
often places that are mountainous,
that lack sufficient iodine in the
soil. That is why the United States
had a “goiter belt” from the Rocky
Mountains through the Great Lakes
Region, and even into upstate New
York. Other mountainous regions in
the world are often prone to being
iodine deficient. The fortification
of certain foods, iodized salt, and
the ability to transport food from
different areas has all lessened the
prevalence of iodine deficiency with
the appearance of goiters.
This doesn’t mean that your goats
can never have broccoli or mustard
greens. It just means that you will
have to use moderation. It has been
shown that for goats, they can have
no more than 10% of their feed
come from rapeseed meal as long as
there are no other Brassicas in their
diet. Goats can have those cabbage
leaves or the stalk of your Brussel
sprouts, but they can’t have a lot
of it or all the time. Remember to
balance your goat’s diet.
Conclusion
There are many ways in which a
goat can become deficient in a vital
nutrient. The best way to prevent
nutrient or vitamin deficiencies
is to know the mineral content of
your soil. Your local extension or
county office will have information
on what minerals are prevalent or
deficient in your soil. Utilize them
and their knowledge.

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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HONEY, I
SHRUNK
THE GOAT
by Theresa Miller

Galaxy, a Mini Nubian born at Briar Gate Farm, now graces the cover of
Goat Journal writer Kate Johnson’s book, Tiny Goat, Big Cheese.

“I

sporting a full beard and cape-like mane. Pygmy goats
breed year-round and can bear one to four young every
nine to 12 months.
The Pygmy’s short legs and small teats make milking
difficult, although people who milk them swear by the
flavor. This breed is commonly used as pets, 4-H projects, and show animals. Are goats good pets? Pygmy
enthusiasts point to their docile, friendly, inquisitive
natures, and adorableness, for a resounding yes.
NIGERIAN DWARF
The Nigerian Dwarf goat came to the U.S. around
the same time as the Pygmy goat. For the first 10 to
20 years, people thought they were the same breed.
Recognizing the distinction, breeders started formally
developing the two types.
The Nigerian Dwarf stands 17-21 inches, but instead
of the “keg on legs” shape of the Pygmy, they display
finer bones with longer legs and a longer, elegant neck.
The does have larger, easier-to-milk teats and produce
between one to two quarts of milk a day. The milk is
higher in protein and butterfat than that of larger dairy
goat breeds. Higher butterfat percentage produces
more cheese, butter, and soap per gallon. Because they
breed any time of the year, you can alternate breedings
between two does and have sweet, delicious milk all
year round.
Nigerian Dwarf goats make great pets, 4-H projects,
show goats, and milk goats for people with smaller
properties and an aversion to having their foot stepped
on by a 100+-pound animal.

SHOULD GET A GOAT,” my friend announced
as she watched tiny bundles of adorable energy
bounce across her computer screen.
“Are you sure?” I asked. “Those little baby goats
grow into big adult goats. Do you really have room for
that?”
“But what about goats that stay small?”
She had a good point. Whether you want a backyard
pet, a manageable 4-H project for a child, or smaller
livestock for a homestead or hobby farm, consider
these small goat breeds.

PYGMY
These hardy, adaptable miniature goats arrived in
Europe from Africa during the mid to late 1800s, then
America in the 1950s. Although officially a meat goat,
they were brought over to be used as laboratory animals, zoo exhibits, and exotic pets.
An adult Pygmy goat stands slightly smaller than
a Golden Retriever. They’re stocky and heavy-boned
with a barrel-shaped body and short legs. They have
a full coat of straight, medium/long hair with males
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Pygora goats owned by Goat Journal writer Janet Garman.

PYGORA/NIGORA
Pygoras are a cross of Angora and
Pygmy goats, while the predominant breeds in Nigoras are Angora
and Nigerian Dwarf. Both dual-purpose goats provide incredibly soft,
warm fiber and sweet, high-butterfat milk.
Pygoras were developed in Oregon in 1978 by Katharine Jorgenson, who wanted an animal that
produced silver-gray mohair fleece.
Nigoras were developed in the U.S.
in the early 1990s to fill a niche for
a small, hardy, dual-purpose goat
for homesteads and small hobby
farms.
At 22-27 inches for Pygoras and
19-29 inches for Nigoras, these
goats range in size from a Labrador Retriever to a Mastiff. They
both produce three distinct types
of fleece: Type A, a fine mohair
that doesn’t coarsen as the goat
ages; Type B, a mix between
cashmere and mohair; and Type C,
a cashmere with soft handle and
low luster. Each goat produces six
ounces to two pounds per sheering. Pygoras produce up to a quart
of milk a day. Nigoras produce up
to a gallon a day.
KINDER
The Kinder goat, a cross between a Pygmy and a Nubian,
is a dual-purpose milk and meat
goat. In 1985, Zederkamm Farm
in Snohomish, Washington lost its
Nubian buck, leaving two Nubian
does behind. The owners didn’t
want to take the does off-site for
breeding, so they tried putting them
in with a Pygmy buck. Using logs
and sloping hills to make up for the
size difference, the Little Buck That
Could managed to get the job done
and the first Kinder does were born
in 1986.
At 20-26 inches, Kinder goats
are about the size of a Rottweiler.
Like Pygmies, they breed any
time of year. Multiple births of
three to five kids are common
with seven reported sets of sextuplets.

A kinder doe can produce three
to four quarts of milk per day. The
kids grow quickly, reaching 60-80
pounds by 14 months. A 14-monthold Kinder, weighing 80 pounds,
should dress out to about 50
pounds of meat, a dressing percentage of nearly 63%.
MINI MANCHA
Some dairies interested in shorter
gestations and easier kiddings for
their yearling LaMancha does bred

them to Nigerian Dwarf bucks, then
sold the kids for meat. The value
of combining high milk production
with high butterfat and low feed
requirements became apparent
and the Miniature LaMancha (Mini
Mancha) was created.
At 20-39 inches, Mini Manchas
range in size from a Boxer to a
Saint Bernard. They produce a
half gallon to gallon per day of
milk richer than that of standard
dairy goats, and tend to have

EASY FEEDING
MADE ORGANICALLY

100% ORGANIC
GIVE YOUR
GOATS THE BEST,
SO THEY FEEL
THEIR BEST.
Foraging for food is
something goats are born
to do. Standlee Premium
Western Forage makes
feeding your goats easier
with an organic option that
is high in protein and fiber,
Standlee Organic Alfalfa
Pellets, and Grab & Go
Compressed Bales.
Visit standleeforage.com
to learn more.

Proud sponsor of:
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calm manners on the milkstand. Mini Manchas carry more flesh than standard dairy goats, so wethers
or cull does make excellent meat animals. Their quiet, personable temperament makes them well-suited
for the urban dairy.
Other miniature milk goats created from crossing the Nigerian Dwarf with a full-sized dairy goat
include the Mini Nubian, Mini Alpine, Mini Oberhasli
(or Oberian), Mini Toggenburg, and Mini Saanen, or
Sable.
MINI SILKIES
In the 1990s, a cross between a Nigerian Dwarf and
longhaired Tennessee Fainting goat resulted in the
Miniature Silky Fainting goat. Mini Silkies don’t need
Nigerian Dwarf in their background nor do they need
to faint. They’re the only goat developed to be purely
decorative and breed standards are all about the look.
The ideal Mini Silky should be no bigger than a
Beagle, under 23.5 inches for a buck and 22.5 inches
for a doe. Their coats are long, straight, and flowing.
The length of the coat should be near the ground and
consistently long over the entire body. Does have less
hair around the neck and head. The coats have a silky
texture and high luster.

Jubilee, a Mini Mancha.

A Miniature Silky Fainting doeling owned by Goat Journal editor
Marissa Ames.
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Are These Small Goat Breeds for You?
Do you have enough room for a couple of large
dogs to run around freely? Do you like the idea of
providing fresh milk for your family? Do you want to
raise your children around livestock they can handle
themselves? Would you like to meet new people and
travel to shows around the country? Do you want an
adorable and unusual pet? If the answer to any of these
questions is yes, you should consider these small goat
breeds.

THERESA MILLER lives in a small ranching town
in Idaho, where she and her husband own and
operate a small engine repair shop called Cycles,
Sleds & Saws. Her spare time is divided between
reading, writing, cooking, gardening, picking
huckleberries and learning new things. Her favorite hobby is talking to people about things they
are passionate about.

"I have been using the Ultimate Ez
Electric Milker with the bottles
milking from 45 down to 20 does daily
without experiencing any problems or
negative effects for seven years. We
recently added the Stainless Steel 2.6
gallon Bucket so we can milk six at a
time. We highly recommend this piece
of milking equipment, and best of all
it's made in the U.S.A. It's fast, safe,
easy to clean with outstanding
Customer Service"
Shery Goodman, Sunspring Ranch,
Provo, Utah.

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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An Ode to Goats

Author Cheryl K. Smith Publishes Her Last Goat Book
by Aliya Bree Hall

B

IRTH AND DEATH ARE THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT things
that goats have taught author and speaker Cheryl K. Smith.
“It’s all about education,” she said, explaining that it feels good
when people will ask her questions about their goats. “Birth and death
are what it teaches you about, and it can help with people, too. It’s
nature.”
Smith, who lives with her now nine goats around Cheshire, Oregon,
is a published author of Goat Health Care (edition one and two), Raising
Goats for Dummies, and Best of Ruminations Goat Milk and Cheese Recipes,
and was the editor of Ruminations, The Nigerian Dwarf and Mini Dairy
Goat Magazine from 2001 to 2007. Smith also runs her own press, Karmadillo Press, which has published Goat Behavior by Tasmin Cooper, a
regular Goat Journal contributor.
Earlier this year, Smith published her latest book, Goat Midwifery,
that she started in 2012 after speaking on goat midwifery at a conference. She kept seeing people on Facebook having problems with their
kids, and thought that if they had a book it could help.
“I do it for the goats,” she explained. “In fact, I dedicated this one
to it. I love goats. I have to tell you, I killed goats because of my lack of
knowledge and the lack of books, so I thought if people have this book,
then they won’t be killing so many goats. They’ll know what to do and
how to do it.”
She added that it took her around four years to hone her midwifery
skills, but most people get out of the game in around five years and she
wanted to stop as many deaths as she could. The hardest part for her,
she said, is as a human she wants to intervene.
“Everyone has different ways of doing it and I respect it,” she said.
“The real task for me is to step back.”
Whenever she sells a goat, she gives the buyer a choice between her
books and tells them that she’ll be their goat mentor if they want one.
She had a mentor when she first got into goats, and it was important
for her to return the favor.
“That’s how it should be,” she said. “I feel really bad about baby
goats or older goats because I didn’t know what I was doing. Goats
will still die, but nowhere near as many.”

TOP LEFT: Author Cheryl K. Smith has self-published three books through her company, Karmadillo Press. She holds the second edition of her book, Goat Health Care.
BOTTOM LEFT: Author Cheryl K. Smith first got goats in 1998, and said that goats have taught her
about life and death. She said once she started raising goats, she knew she was going to write
about them.
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Smith writes what she’s passionate about, which is a focus on
health care as a whole; however, as
soon as she got into goats, “I knew I
was going to end up writing about
them.” When she started there was
only one book out there, and she
didn’t like it.
“I and people I knew saw the
goats as friends rather than just
some livestock,” she said, adding
that the male author took a livestock approach, and with the dairy
goat field being dominated by
women, it rubbed her the wrong
way. “I saw the niche,” she said.
Smith first became interested in
goats when she was in law school
in Iowa — she is also a former lawyer — and she met the Head of the
French Department’s goats.
“I met the goats and that was it,”
she said. “I was sold and knew I
wanted goats.”
Growing up in Iowa, she had always wanted to marry a farmer and
have a farm. Her favorite memories
as a kid always involved going to
farms. After she graduated and
moved to Oregon, she found her
current property in 1995. Although
she didn’t end up owning the property until 1996, she has now been
there for 23 years.
Still, she didn’t get goats immediately. It took her two years of
research because she “wanted to
know everything about it.” She
bought her first two goats in 1998
and at her max she had 60. Beyond
cheese making, she also showed
goats and said that she lucked out
because her very first Nigerian
Dwarf was a grand champion.
Over the years, Smith has had a
lot of fond memories of her goats.
She finds the animals to be calming,
smart, responsive, and rewarding.
“Many pay their way,” she added, noting the cheese she makes
from them as well. “They’re so
heartwarming. There’s nothing cuter than a kid bouncing around.”
At one point, she was visited by
proselytizing Jehovah’s Witnesses
and let them talk to her as she was

Author Cheryl K. Smith with her nine goats.
Smith has published her last book on goats,
Goat Midwifery, and is planning on transitioning away from the animals.

doing chores in the barn. By the end
of the visit she had a group of them
holding goats.
“It was so awesome to get them
all in,” she said.
Going forward, Smith said it’s
time for her to get out of the goat
industry. With her herd dwindling
down to nine, she said she plans
on selling all the goats that aren’t
geriatric, and letting it all go naturally. Although she is still planning
on writing, her next book will have
nothing to do with goats.
Her plan is to move back into the
neighboring city of Eugene, where
she lived when she first came to Oregon, and is planning on eventually
moving in with her sister.
“I’m 69 and I said I’d (transition
out) by 75.”

You can read some of Cheryl
K. Smith’s valuable stories on
kidding, tube-feeding, pneumonia,
and coccidiosis at backyardgoats.
iamcountryside.com.
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Fermenter’s Tip

Getting the Most From Goat Milk

G

oat milk yogurt varies greatly depending on the breed of goat providing the milk. If you are getting milk
from one of the breeds that produces milk with high levels of protein and butterfat (such as Nubian or
Nigerian Dwarf goats), then you can probably use the Classic Yogurt recipe or my family recipe (page 74
of Homemade Yogurt & Kefir by Gianaclis Caldwell) and have great results. If your source is one of the many other
breeds that makes a lighter milk, then you can do one of the following:
• Increase the heat treatment time and/or temperature.
• Choose a culture with EPS-producing bacteria (see page 59 of Homemade Yogurt & Kefir
for more on EPS).
• Drain your yogurt.
• Add thickeners.

I’ve had great success with goat milk by using my family recipe and simply increasing the heat treatment
temperature and using the culture blend ABY-2C, which has bacteria that improve texture. This is a fast and very
effective way to capture as many whey proteins as possible and add viscosity.
Excerpted from Homemade Yogurt & Kefir by Gianaclis Caldwell. Photography by (c) CarmenTrousser. Used with permission from Storey Publishing.

Classic Yogurt

T

his is your core recipe for making almost all yogurts. It is my go-to formula to try with any new type of
milk (whether it is a new source or a new species) or any new culture. Once you have made an initial
batch, you can evaluate the yogurt’s thickness, flavor, and tartness and make adjustments as needed.
Makes ½ gallon
INGREDIENTS
½ gallon milk
1
⁄8 teaspoon powdered yogurt culture or 1⁄8 cup fresh plain yogurt with active cultures

STEPS
1. Heat the milk to 180 degrees F (82 degrees C) and hold it there for 10 minutes. Then remove the milk from
the heat and let cool to 115 degrees F (46 degrees C).
2. Add the culture. If using powdered culture, sprinkle it on top of the milk and let sit for 1 minute, then
whisk it in. If using fresh yogurt, combine the yogurt and ¼ cup of the warm milk in a small bowl and
whisk until smooth, then add the mixture to the rest of the milk.
3. Incubate at 110 degrees F (43 degrees C) for 8 to 12 hours. Chill and store in the refrigerator.
Excerpted from Homemade Yogurt & Kefir by Gianaclis Caldwell. Photography by (c) CarmenTrousser. Used with
permission from Storey Publishing.
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Icelandic Skyr

T

his traditional Icelandic yogurt is distinctive in that it uses a touch of rennet to help coagulate the
milk. You need only very little; too much will result in a grainy texture. You can use vegetarian or
traditional (calf-, kid-, or lamb-sourced) rennet. I recommend using liquid rennet instead of tablets, as
it’s easier to measure out smaller amounts. Don’t use ultra-pasteurized milk in this recipe, as it will
negatively affect rennet coagulation.
Some recipes and commercially produced Icelandic yogurts are made using low-fat milk and then
drained to create the signature thick consistency. I believe that using rennet is the more traditional
method.
Makes ½ gallon

INGREDIENTS
½ gallon milk (not ultra-pasteurized)
1
⁄8 teaspoon powdered yogurt culture or 1⁄8 cup fresh plain yogurt with active cultures
1 drop (0.05 ml) double- or single-strength rennet diluted just before use in 4 tablespoons cool, nonchlorinated water
STEPS
1. Heat the milk to 180 degrees F (82 degrees C) and hold it there for 10 minutes. Then remove from
the heat and let cool to 115 degrees F (46 degrees C).
2. Add the culture. If using powdered culture, sprinkle it on top of the milk and let sit for 1 minute,
then whisk it in. If using fresh yogurt, combine the yogurt and ¼ cup of the warm milk in a small
bowl and whisk until smooth, then add the mixture to the rest of the milk.
3. Stir in 1 tablespoon of the rennet and water mixture if you are using double-strength rennet, or 2
tablespoons of the mixture if you are using single-strength rennet.
4. Incubate at 110 degrees F (43 degrees C) for 8 to 12 hours. Chill and store in the refrigerator.
Excerpted from Homemade Yogurt & Kefir by Gianaclis Caldwell. Photography by (c) CarmenTrousser. Used
with permission from Storey Publishing.

71 Recipes for Making & Using Probiotic-Rich Ferments
• Dairy & Plant-Based
Yogurts
• Cultured Butter, Cream,
& Cheese
• Healthy Soups, Drinks, &
Desserts
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GOAT MILK BENEFITS SKIN
by Kate Johnson

In addition to being a great way to use up milk,
there are many goat milk soap benefits.

W

ith the holidays upon us and the end of the milking season approaching for many dairy goat owners, now is the perfect time
to think about using that precious milk in skincare products.
There are so many ways goat milk benefits skin and you can easily put it
into many fun-to-make skincare products. I like to freeze my late season
goat milk as it becomes more difficult to make cheese with. As the days
get shorter and the does’ hormonal changes make the milk less reliable for
cheesemaking, that frozen milk is perfect for making make soaps, lotions,
and other goat milk skin products for the holidays. What a great handmade gift for your family and friends and there are plenty of opportunities
for making money with goat milk soap and skincare products, too!

How does goat milk benefit skin?

While all milks have moisturizing properties, goat milk is particularly
good because it:
• Contains a high content of alpha-hydroxy acids which helps cleanse
and soften skin;
• Has a pH level that is closest to our own skin, making it gentle and
skin-loving;
• Has a fat molecule content that reduces skin inflammation;
• Has a high level of vitamins D, C, B1, B6, B12, and E, that feed the skin
and are absorbed into the body;
• Is effective for treating acne because of its anti-bacterial properties.
And in general, handcrafted soaps are just better than commercial soaps
because:
• They don’t contain harsh chemicals and petroleum products that can
irritate the skin;
• They don’t contain alcohol which can dry the skin;
• The glycerin that is produced during saponification, which has deep
moisturizing benefits, is left in the handmade soap but usually removed
from commercial soap for use in other products.
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Making handcrafted soap goes back at least 4,500
years with the earliest recorded soap makers being
Sumerian textile mill workers who were working with
wool which contains lanolin fats. These fats combined
with ash to create the chemical reaction saponification
which is the basis of soapmaking. Later, there were
ruins of an extensive soap factory found in Pompeii,
Italy. But it wasn’t until the 13th century that the soap
industry was introduced in France and not until the
1500s that it came to England.
In colonial America, soapmaking was a household
task and it was made by saturating hardwood ash in
rainwater to create lye and then combining that with
rendered lard. Although Cleopatra was famous for her
milk bath therapeutic treatments, it’s only been in the
last 30 years that milk has been an increasingly popular
ingredient in soap for its soothing and moisturizing
qualities. And because goat milk benefits skin more
than other milks, goat milk soaps have become a favorite of crafters and consumers.
There are three different ways you can make goat
milk soap.
1. Cold Process: This process actually generates quite
a bit of heat but that heat is caused by the chemical
reaction between the sodium hydroxide (lye) and the
fats. The only external heat that is used is at the very
beginning when you warm the oils. The chemical reaction, saponification, takes at least a month to complete
with this method, so cold-processed soaps must cure
before they are safe to use.
2. Hot Process: This process involves cooking the
lye and fats mixture to speed up the chemical reaction.
Many people like this process because the soap can
be used right away. It does make a softer bar of soap,
though, which might dissolve more quickly in your
shower.
3. Melt-and-Pour: This is by far the quickest, easiest, and safest way to make “soap” but it’s not truly
handcrafted real soap. Glycerin soap cubes, which can
be purchased at a crafting store, are simply melted and
poured into molds to make nice shapes. Since goat milk
benefits skin, I often add a little goat milk to the melted
cubes, along with some color and fragrance. This is a
fun and easy process and particularly nice to do with
kids because there is less risk involved than working
with lye, a very harsh chemical.
It’s easy to make goat milk soap for the holidays.
But there are more skincare products that can be made
with goat milk than just soap. Making goat milk lotion
is also quite popular. And there are many other simple
recipes to get the nourishing qualities of goat milk into
your own personal skincare regime or to make products to give or sell. Here are a few of my favorites:

SOURCES
• everything-goat-milk.com/milk-bath-recipes.html
• time.com/5831828/soap-origins/
•creamerycreek.com/why-goat-milk
• jbas.juw.edu.pk/index.php/JBAS/article/view/77#

GENTLE CLEANSE:
• ½ cup baking soda
• ¼ cup sea salt
• 1 cup fresh goat milk (or 1⁄8 cup powdered goat milk
if you want to make it for a gift)
Add the above ingredients to a warm bath.
SOOTHING BREAKFAST:
(This is especially nice for sensitive or itchy skin.)
• ½ cup finely ground oatmeal
• ¼ cup honey
• 1 cup fresh goat milk (or 1⁄8 cup powdered)
Add the above ingredients to a warm bath.
SIMPLE GOAT MILK BUBBLE BATH:
• 3 cups crafter’s bath gel or Castile soap base
• ½ cup pasteurized goat milk
• Several drops of fragrance or essential oil
Not only are homemade soaps and other goat milk
skin products thoughtful and useful gifts, but the many
goat milk skin benefits might turn your gift recipients
into future customers!

KATE JOHNSON runs a cheesemaking
school at theartofcheese.com, raises dairy
goats at briargatefarm.com, and is an
active volunteer with the Boulder County
4-H program. She’s also a member of
the Colorado Dairy Goat Association.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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The Gävle Goat
The Yule Goat Goes Big
by Rebecca Sanderson

All photos credit to Daniel Bernstål.

I

N A CITY OF SWEDEN
World Records as the largest straw
or early December, the Gävle Goat is
NAMED GÄVLE (pronounced
goat ever constructed. While the
inaugurated. The skeleton is made
yeh-vleh), a Christmas tradition
first giant straw goat was construct- of Swedish pine, and 1,600 meters
has attracted much attention. A
ed by the fire department, subseof rope, are used in tying the straw
42-foot high straw goat, termed the
quent buildings have been done by
to the skeleton. A thousand hours
Gävle Goat, is erected each year but the Southern Merchants (a group
of work go into its construction. It
often meets an unfortunate fate beof businessmen) or by the Natural
is finally wrapped with red ribbon,
fore the end of Advent.
and the finished product
In 1966, an advertising
weighs 3.6 tons. Every
consultant had the idea to
year, tens of thousands of
The tradition of destruction started the
take the traditional straw
people gather to Castle
Yule goat that is often
Square to see the giant
first year in 1966, when the Gävle Goat
found among Christmas
Yule goat. With such
was set on fire on New Year’s Eve. After
tree decorations and make
a crowd, they highthat, the Gävle Goat has been attacked
it bigger. How much
ly encourage visitors
bigger? Well, in this case,
to utilize local public
more than it has been kept safe.
almost 43 feet tall. It was
transportation, especialplaced in Castle Square, a
ly on the inauguration
shopping district of Gävday. According to Maria
le, Sweden in order to attract more
Science Club of the School of Vasa.
Wallberg, spokesperson for the goat,
people to that part of the city. The
Since 2003 the actual construc“It’s a tradition every year on the
giant straw goat, erected on the first
tion has been done by a group of
first Sunday in Advent for the Gävle
Sunday of Advent, stood until New
unemployed workers even though
Goats inauguration. There are beYear’s Eve when it was burned down it is still sponsored in part by the
tween 12,000 to 15,000 people in the
in an act of vandalism.
city and the rest by the Southern
audience and a lot of people are also
The next year, another goat was
Merchants. Since 1986, both groups
visiting the show on the livestream.”
built, and it became a tradition.
have constructed a large straw goat,
While a giant straw goat is quite
Throughout the years, the Gävle
so both are displayed in different
the sight to see, that is not the only
goat has ranged from 6.6 feet high
sections of Castle Square.
reason why people flock to Castle
to 49 feet tall. This 1993 goat is still
On the first Sunday of Advent,
Square and follow the Gävle Goat
featured in the Guinness Book of
which falls in either late November
online. You see, the Gävle Goat has
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In 1985, the Natural Science Club beat the Southern
Merchants' world record with a 41-foot Yule Goat.
The Southern Merchants felt the club had unfairly
won, and worked to reclaim their record. They never
succeeded, with the resulting "goat war" reflected
in the Natural Science Club's sign, beside their goat,
wishing everyone a Merry Christmas ...
except the Southern Merchants.
In 1993, the Natural Science Club broke their own
record with a Yule Goat measuring 49 feet.

been burned down at least 28 out
of the 53 years that the tradition
has been followed. Being made of
straw, it is naturally very flammable
despite being located a more two
minutes away from the fire department. It has been destroyed by other
acts of vandalism six times, including being hit by a car in 1976. One
year, men dressed as Santa Claus
and a gingerbread man shot flaming
arrows into the Yule goat to set it on
fire. Another year, people attempted
to bribe a security guard into letting
them use a helicopter to kidnap the
goat and transport it to Stockholm.
The guard refused. Regarding the
fated destruction of the goat, Ms.
Wallberg says, “I think the tradition
or standard came already the first
year in 1966 when the Gävle Goat
was set on fire on New Year’s Eve.
After that, the Gävle Goat has been
attacked more than it has been kept
safe.” The fate of the Gävle Goat has
become the subject of many bets,
even in British betting agencies.
While burning the Gävle Goat
down or otherwise destroying it
seems to be part of the tradition,
the city of Gävle really does try to
prevent the Yule goat’s destruction. It is actually illegal to burn or
otherwise destroy the straw goat.
Throughout the years, security
has been built and added upon to
where they have a double fence,
security guards, and webcam
on 24 hours per day (however, it

was hacked during one successful burning). In addition to these
measures, the goat is often doused
with fire-retardant solutions. On the
50th anniversary of the Gävle Goat,
it was set on fire less than 24 hours
after its inauguration. Fortunately,
perhaps even miraculously, the goat
has survived the last three years in

a row. When the goat does survive,
the straw is taken to a local heat
plant and the skeleton is dismantled to be reused the next year.
Even though the giant Yule goat
may seem to be more effort than it
is worth, the city of Gävle really is
quite proud of their goat. It is a beloved tradition, plus it brings a lot
of tourists and business to the area.
Ms. Wallberg says, “The tradition
means a lot to the city of Gävle. For
the inhabitants, the visitors, and
of course the city business. It’s a
world-famous Christmas symbol
that traditionally builds up every
year before Christmas.” It is different from the oft-used Christmas
tree, so it is interesting.
The Gävle Goat has a strong
social media following where you
can watch the webcam and receive
updates on whether or not the goat
is still standing. How long will the
giant Yule goat last this year? Are
you making any bets?

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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BREED PROFILE:

Beetal Goats
A Native Breed of India and Pakistan
by Tamsin Cooper

BREED: Beetal are likely named for the city of Batala,
India, around where purebred animals are still found.
They can be known by other names relating to their
geographical location, for example, Desi, Amritari, or
Lahori.
ORIGIN: Native to the Batala area in the Gurdaspur
district of the Punjab region, near the border of India
and Pakistan, and distributed throughout the Punjab,
in both countries, and into nearby states, such as Haryana, India.

Makhi-Cheeni Beetal. Photo courtesy of Syed M. Ali, Syed Ali’s Goat
Farm, Bahawalnagar, Pakistan.
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HISTORY: In Gurdaspur and Amritsar, India, along the
Indo-Pakistani border, goats are mainly kept by the
Sansi nomadic people, who are landless. Traditionally,
herds browsed forested areas, which no longer exist.
Sansi keep small herds of about five animals, which are
mainly stationary these days. Goat owners take their
does out to browse roadside and canal embankments,
while bucks often remain corralled. Goat keeping is
poorly esteemed in the area, but it presents a low-input

source of income for impoverished communities, as
CONSERVATION STATUS: In India, the population is
goats sustain themselves on sparse vegetation.
decreasing rapidly due to loss of grazing land in the InIn contrast, goats are popular in Pakistan as an
dian Punjab. They declined 23% from 1990 to 1997 and
economical source of meat and
numbered just a few thousand
numbers are growing. Villagers
by 2013. However, Beetal are
keep goats for subsistence living
popular in Pakistan, and listed
In India, the population is
or as a side business. They also
“not at risk” by the Food and
have a role in clearing fields after
Agriculture Organization of the
decreasing rapidly due
crop harvest. Goats are important
United Nations (FAO), numberto loss of grazing land in
to rural villagers, particularly for
ing about two million in 1996
the Indian Punjab. They
women and landless or marginal
and four million in 2006.
small-scale farmers. Herds are
numbered just a few
generally small, under 50 head, of
BIODIVERSITY: Purebred
thousand by 2013. Howwhich Beetal make up 4%. Dislines display varying traits
ever, Beetal are popular
tinct strains of purebred Beetal are
between distinct bloodlines.
maintained in several locations
Pakistani breeders have difin Pakistan, numbering
within the Punjab province.
fering breeding priorities, as
about 2 million in 1996
Outside of purebred herds,
dictated by market preferences
and 4 million in 2006.
Beetal goats kept by subsistence
for appearance. For example,
farmers are frequently crossbred.
Faisalabadi breeders favor
Beetal are also used to improve
udder shape, ear size, teat size,
small and medium-sized breeds in
and body length, while MakhiIndia and other South Asian countries. They have been
Cheeni breeders favor body length, color, height, and
crossed with Swiss dairy goats for milk and meat.
nose shape. Both Nuqri and Rahim Yar Khan breeders

Map of the Punjab. Image credit: Apuldram/Wikimedia Commons CC
BY-SA 3.0.*
*image source: wikimedia.org/license: creativecommons.org

Makhi-Cheeni Beetal herd. Photo credit: USAID Pakistan.

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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rate nose shape as their number one
priority. Such physical traits sell
best at local markets in the absence
of production records. Outside of
dedicated breeders, genetic erosion
in the general population is caused
by crossbreeding, mainly due to a
lack of regard for native breeds.
DESCRIPTION: Large goats with
a short lustrous coat and long,
hanging ears, 10–18 in. long. The
prominent nasal bridge gives a
distinct Roman nose that is emphasized in some lines, although bite
should remain aligned. The Roman
nose is more pronounced in males,
ending abruptly. Both sexes are
horned, although some individuals
are polled. Horns are small and
thick, lying horizontally backward,
close to the body, sometimes with a
slight twist. Teats are funnel-, tube-,
or bottle-shaped, rarely the conical
teats that are favored among breeders. Males have a dewlap (loose
skin under neck). Neither sex has a
beard.
COLORING: Black, brown, red, or
white, sometimes pied, spotted,
or mottled. Different pure strains
are characterized by their coloring: Faisalabadi is mainly black or

The Nuqri Beetal buck is white with pink skin.
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red with white markings; MakhiCheeni has brown and white
speckles, while Kali-Cheeni, black
and white speckles; Nuqri is white;
Nagri, dark brown with black extremities.
HEIGHT TO WITHERS: Depending
on region, does average 25–35 in.,
bucks 32–43 in.
WEIGHT: Depending on region,
does average 77–132 lb., bucks
126–220 lb.
POPULAR USE: Milk, meat, and
skin.
PRODUCTIVITY: Does are prolific
breeders, averaging 1.66 kids per
litter, kidding yearly from about 17
months old. They produce 2–6 pints
per day, averaging 3.8 pints for

150–170 days (averaging 161). They
are productive for 4–6 lactations,
yielding 330–660 lb. per year with
5% butterfat. Males are taken for
meat at 3–12 months old.
ADAPTABILITY: Well-adapted to the
dry conditions and tropical climate

of the Punjab. They are heat tolerant
and cope with local extremes of temperature, from 35 degrees F in winter
to about 108 degrees F in summer.
They cope well with the varying
climates of India and Pakistan.

SOURCES
FAO | Khan, M.S. and Okeyo, A.M., 2016. Judging and selection in Beetal
goats. GEF-UNEP-ILRI FAnGR Asia Project, University of Agriculture
Faisalabad. | Muhammad, M.S., et al., 2015. Farmers' preferences for goat
breeds in Punjab, Pakistan. J Anim Plant Sci, 25(2), 380–386. | Ramzan, F.
et al., 2020. Breeding objectives and selection criteria for four strains of Pakistani Beetal goats identified in a participatory approach. Small Ruminant Res,
106163. | Tantia, M.S., et al., 2001. Beetal goats in their native tract. Anim
Genet Resour, 31, 65–74.

The Farm Girl’s Guide to Preserving the Harvest
How to Can, Freeze, Dehydrate, and
Ferment Your Garden’s Goodness
By Ann Accetta-Scott

This guide takes home preservers through
the beginning, moderate, and advanced stages
of preserving. Newcomers can start with a simple jam and jelly recipe using a hot water bath
canner, while others may be advanced enough
to have mastered the pressure canner and are
ready to move onto curing and smoking meat
and fish.
With more than 30 delicious and healthy recipesand Ann’s expertise and encouragement, the
home preserver will build confidence in the most
common methods of preserving.

iamcountryside.com/shop ~ 970-392-4419
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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breeders directory
Advertise your favorite breed where it will be seen by thousands of
goat enthusiasts looking for what you have to sell!
Just $40/yr. for listing your breeds, farm name,
your name, address, phone, e-mail & website.
ALPINE

KIKO

Iowa

Wyoming

D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd., Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-5819.
<rranch@iowatelecom.net> Facebook: d&edairygoat.
Doelings–selling 200 head annually. Breeder bucks
available. Alpine, Saanen.

HEAVEN’S 7 ACRES, 100% NZ Kiko, Jill
Johnson, PO BOX 1658, AFTON, WY 83110.
307-221-0842. <Heavens7Acres@gmail.com>
<www.Heavens7Acres.com> Kiko.

MA'S ACRES, Judith Nayeri, 9398 NE 100th Ave.
Bondurant, IA 50035. 515-250-4836. <jlnayeri@gmail.
com> Alpine. Quality show and production doelings,
yearlings, bucklings.

LAMANCHA

Pennsylvania
FOREST VIEW GOATS, Samuel & Lydia Fisher, 92
McIlvaine Rd, Paradise, PA 17562. 717-875-9016.
Alpine & Nigerian Dwarfs.
Wyoming
ALPENTHAL'S DAIRY GOATS, Tanja Miller, 430 Beaver Creek Rd., Sundance, WY
82729. 307-283-2364. <tmiller@rangeweb.net>
<www.alphenthalsdairygoats.net> Registered
American Alpine.
SUNFLOWER FARMS OF WY, Judy Daniel, 4 Doll
House St., Rozet, WY 82727. 406-670-5026. Facebook: Sunflower Farms Dairy Goats of Wyoming,
<judy.dnl@gmail.com> Registered American Alpine.

ANGORA
Virginia
PEACE HILL FARM, Susan Wise Bauer, 18101 The
Glebe Ln., Charles City, VA 23030. 804-337-3468.
<www.historicpeacehill.com> Leicester Longwool
and registered Angora goats.

CASHMERE
Vermont
CASHMERE FARMS, Lynda Franklin, 2 The Old
Road, East Haven, VT 05837. 802-274-8189.
< w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / s t a r b r i g h t f a r m >
<starbrightfarmllc@gmail.com> Cashmere.
Fiber, Breed, Stock, Wethers.

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004.
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com>
LaManchas. Also Nubians.

NIGERIAN DWARF
Michigan
MITTEN ACRES NIGERIAN DWARFS, Milford, MI 48381, 810-373-9005 9am-6pm EST
<www.mittenacres.com> ADGA Registered, Tested
Herd, Milk & Show.
New Mexico
SECOND BLOOM FARM, Deb Wood, 248 Rio
Bravo, White Rock, NM 87547. 505-672-1485.
<seldom@concentric.net> <www.secondbloom
farmnm.com> Nigerian Dwarf. Excellent milk quality
for the small homestead.
Pennsylvania

MINI LAND RANCH NIGERIANS, Fenelton, PA.
www.minilandranch.net. ADGA Plus Herd. Nigerian
Dwarf.

NUBIAN
Arizona
OWL RIDGE FARM, Jan Ham, 255 Owl
Ridge Farm Rd., Greenbrier, AR 72058.
870-974-1466. <owlridgefarm@windstream.net>
<www.owl-ridge-farm.com> Nubians.
ROCKIN TRIPLE L FARM, Jeffrey & Megan Rock,
25256 N. 11th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85085. 602-8205711. Purebred & American Nubians.
Colorado
JP ACRES, Johnnie Seale, 1941 County Road 207,
Durango, CO 81301. 970-247-9180. Nubians.
Mississippi
Meucci Ranch. Ruth Meucci, 3709 Hwy 302, Byhalia,
MS 38611. ph 662-838-5002. Polled Kastdenur's
Champion Breeding.
Oregon

Mini Land Ranch

ACE-HI DAIRY GOATS, Margie Singletary,
3747 Lincoln Dr., Ontario, OR 97914-8713.
541-889-4063. CAE & CL free, milk & show
Nubians.

ADGA Plus Performance Herd
Located in Western Pennsylvania

R R RESOURCES, Yvonne Roberts, PO
Box 809, Merlin, OR 97532. 541-479-3159.
<rycj@yahoo.com> <www.rrresources.com>
Purebred, American & recorded grade Nubians.
DHIR, LA, Show, bred to milk, good butterfat and
longevity.

Nigerians

Tennessee
DAVIS RUN NUBIANS, Davis & Jenny Carr,
1701 Saundersville Rd., Hendersonville, TN
37075. 615-943-5709. <zaddie@bellsouth.net>
<www.DavisRunNubians.com> Purebred Nubian
Dairy Goats.
Texas

Florida
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STOLTFUS GOATS, Stephen & Anna Stoltfus, 1407
Beaver Dam Rd., Honeybrook, PA 19344. 484-7987326. Nigerian Dwarf Dairy Goats.

Texas

COMPOSITE SAVANNA
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC., Martha Aitken,
282 SW Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038.
386-758-2361. martha@longgreylinefarm.com
www.longgreylinefarm.com. Composite Savanna
Meat Goats, Sawyer Spanish Meat Goats, Welsh
Sheepdogs.

GIBSON FARM, Joe & Stephanie Gibson, Blairsville,
PA 15717, 724-422-0304, <www.gibsongoatfarm.
com> <gibsonfarm.steph@gmail.com> Nigerian
Dwarf & Alpine Dairy Goats.

www.minilandranch.net
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SCREAMING GOAT FARM, Margo Begy, 408 Ratcliffe Ranch Rd., Bandera, TX 78803. 830-423-6532.
<screaminggoatfarm.com> Nubian.
LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004.
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com>
Nubians. Also LaManchas.

Wisconsin

Ohio

David Coblentz, E15490 Burr Salem Rd, Hillsboro, WI
54634. WANTED: NUBIAN MILKING GOATS. Have
to write to me with what you have, no email or phone.

Pedigree International Since 2000, registering
Savanna,TexMaster and others. Offering Breed
development tracking and more. 417-327-2774.
<http://PedigreeInternational.com>

OBERHASLI
Wyoming
LaCapra Dairy Goats, PO BOX 250, Centennial, WY
82055, ph 307-760-0320, kepe156din@gmail.com.
Breeding for show and production.

PYGMY GOATS
California

~ Excellence Remembered Trust Inspired
Since 1982. EXPORT SPECIALIST
~ Whether you need a forever hand-raised
bottle baby or a whole herd.
~ Verified 5-Star Breeder BBB Member

951-736-1076
debbie@amberwaves.info
amberwavespygmygoats.com

SAANEN

Texas
TEXAS SAVANNAS, Larry Rutledge, 8412 FM 580
E, Kempner, TX 73539. <www.texassavannas.com>
<ldean@yahoo.com> Savanna. ph 940-733-6018

SAWYER
Florida
Savanna Meat Goat Florida LONG GREY LINE
FARM, LLC, Martha Aitken, 282 SW Mayflower Glen,
Fort White, FL 32038. 386-758-2361. martha@
longgreylinefarm.com www.longgreylinefarm.com.
Sawyer Spanish Meat Goats,SGCS Certified
Spanish Herd, Composite Savanna Meat Goats,
Welsh Sheepdogs.

WELSH SHEEPDOG
Florida
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC., Martha Aitken,
282 SW Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038.
386-758-2361 martha@longgreylinefarm.com
www.longgreylinefarm.com Welsh Sheepdogs Licensed by Welsh Sheepdog Society, Composite
Savanna & Sawyer Spanish meat goats.

NATURALLY
BUG-FREE
By Stephanie L. Tourles

75 Simple,
Nontoxic
Recipes

TOGGENBURG
Iowa
BIRCH HAVEN, Doris Gronewold, 479 Dry Hollow Rd., Waterville, IA 52170. 563-535-7203.
<birchhavendairygoats/facebook> Toggenburgs.
CL. L.A. Herd Ave. "90" with High Production over
3,000# of milk.

Repel Mosquitoes, Ticks, Fleas,
Ants, Moths, & Other Pesky Insects
iamcountryside. com/ shop

Pennsylvania
WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells
Run Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606.
<dlw@wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas &
Grades. CAE Free.
Virginia
PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-5792331. <piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

SAVANNA
Idaho
BECKSTEAD FARMS, Matt & Melissa Beckstead,
Weston, ID 83286. 208-339-6428 <becksteadfarms@
yahoo.com> <www.becksteadfarms.com> Savanna.
llinois
WEEKLEY SAVANNAS, Jonathan Weekley, Trenton,
IL 62293. 618-402-0535. <jonnyweekley94@gmail.
com> Full Blood, DNA Parent Verified Herd. Savanna.
Indiana
SAND ROAD SAVANNAS, Christine Baize,
Owensville, IN 47665. ph 812-385-2874.
<http://www.sandroadsavannas.com> Savanna.
Missouri
Vaz Savannas, Sharon A. Vazquez, Milan, MO,
63556, ph 660-292-4572, www.vazsavannas.com,
vazsavannas@gmail.com, Fullblood DNA Verified
Savanna Herd.

400 INNOVATIVE &
ENTICING RECIPES
By Judi Kingry and Lauren Devine

Include everything from salsas and
savory sauces to pickling, chutneys,
relishes and of course, jams, jellies,
and fruit spreads. This book includes
comprehensive directions on safe
canning and preserving methods
plus lists of required equipment and
utensils. Specific instructions for
first-timers and handy tips for the experienced make the Ball® Complete Book of Home
Preserving a valuable addition to any kitchen library.

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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associations
THE MINIATURE GOAT REGISTRY(TMGR) Supporting breeders and owners of the mini-dairy breeds.
Shows, conformation clinics, milk production. 619417-0989. <www.tmgronline.com>

For all things
goat, visit:

OBERHASLI BREEDERS OF AMERICA, Ben Peterson, Secy./Treas., 8580 S Cherry Ave., Fresno,
CA 93725. <petesakeoberhasli@gmail.com> <www.
oberhasli.webs.com>

backyardgoats.
iamcountryside.
com
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classified ads
BEEKEEPING

POULTRY FEED

Order
tOday!

MILLER BEE SUPPLY YOUR BEEKEEPING
EXPERTS SINCE 1976! Check us out for all your
beekeeping needs. Whether you are just starting
out or already have bees we are here to assist
your needs. Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184.
496 Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro,
NC 28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com
Website: www.millerbeesupply.com.

EGG CARTONS
THE EGG CARTON STORE Modern service and
speed, old world quality and value. Over 40 years of
egg packaging and marketing expertise! Egg Cartons
| Filler Flats | Beautiful Colored Cartons | Poultry
Supplies Call for GREAT wholesale / pallet quantity
pricing! 866-333-1132 FREE SHIPPING on all cartons
and filler flats WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM.

www.sweetpdz.com
SAVANNA
3D'S SAVANNA'S. www.mygoats74864.com

POULTRY SUPPLIES

A
Well-Made
Fence
Brings
Peace of
Mind!

FREE
SOON Church/Government Uniting,Supressing
“Religious Liberty,” Enforcing “National Sunday
Law.” Be Informed! Need mailing address only. TBSM,
Box 374, Ellijay, GA 30540. thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.
com, 1-888-211-1715.

Infrared Radiant Heat

HEALTH
CBD OIL and other CBD/Hemp Products! Hempworx offers 250, 500, 750 or 1500 mg. Full spectrum
0.03% THC or board spectrum that is THC free. Not
all cbd oils are safe, make sure yours is certified and
3rd party tested, like this one! Google cbd and what
you want to feel better from or about. The benefits
are endless. Get yours today with a 60 day money
back guarantee even if the bottle is EMPTY! More
Information or order at: www.cbdgoldendrop.com
or text CBDINFO to 715-965-1234.

MILKING EQUIPMENT
Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals on
new milking equipment for cows and goats. We supply to all size dairies. Call for a free 180pg catalog.
1-800-245-8222.

PACK GOAT SUPPLIES

B U T T- H E A D PA C K G O AT P R O D U C T S .
PH 530-432-0946. <www.buttheadpackgoats.com>
Saddles, panniers, halters, goat coat/pack covers
& more.

By
Gail Damerow
715-651- 9757

sweeterheater.com

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419

All The Skills & Tools You Need
To Get Started With Candle Making
By Eric Ebeling

Step-by-step color photographs
and descriptive detail make this
book indispensable for beginners looking to create beautiful
and functional scented candles
on their very first try, and for
experienced crafters who want
to sharpen their skills. Includes
guidelines for buying tools and
materials, preparing the work
space, and working safely and
effectively, as well as suggested
shopping lists.

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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goat journal bookstore

For a complete listing of all books available visit our website:
iamcountryside.com/shop; or call 970-392-4419.
SAVE
30%

How to Raise Goats
By Carol Amundson

Whether you want to raise a dairy
barn full of milkers, one hundred
meat goats for market, a herd of Angoras for mohair fiber, or a few Pygmies as pets, this book is for you. Expert, hands-on advice makes it easy
to get started raising a healthy herd.
Longtime goat farmer Carol Amundson describes the breeds popular in
the United States and Canada and
explains all the helpful do’s and don’ts. 199 pages.
$19.99
Now $13.99 — Save 30%
SAVE
60%

Beyond the Sidewalks
By Jerome D. Belanger

One homesteader’s hopes, dreams, and
struggles as chronicled in 15 years of
Countryside magazine columns (19711985), with annotations updated to 2014.
Economists call the 1970s the “disastrous
decade,” but those were the glory years
for a doomsaying magazine editor and
organic farmer and his family. Follow their
adventures as they move from a homestead print shop on the edge of a small village (just beyond the
sidewalks), to a working hog farm, to their dream homestead.
Witness the joys of self-sufficient country living and a growing
family business — and the harsh realities of both. 427 pages.
$23.95
Now $9.59 — Save 60%
SAVE
25%

Storey’s Guide to

Raising Dairy Goats
5th Edition

By Jerry Belanger &
Sara Thomson Bredesen

Packed with detailed information
on housing, feeding, and fencing
dairy goats. In-depth sections
explain every aspect of milking,
including necessary equipment,
proper hand-milking techniques,
and handling and storing the
milk. 296 pages.
$24.95
Now $18.75 — Save 25%
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Cheesemaking Made Easy DVD
By Kate Johnson

Making cheese at home does not
have to be complicated or difficult.
Let Kate Johnson, award-winning
cheesemaker and “cheese coach,”
show you how to use basic ingredients to make a wide variety of
cheese in your own kitchen. There
are 3 videos to help you achieve
immediate success as well as build
the skills that will allow you to further refine the craft of artisan cheesemaking. Each course
will explain the ingredients, tools, and science involved so
you’re not just following a recipe, but truly understanding the
methods and reasons behind them. $29.99

Storey’s Guide to

Raising Meat Goats

SAVE
25%

By Maggie Sayer

In this essential handbook, author
Maggie Sayer covers every aspect of
acquiring, caring for, managing and
marketing meat goats. It includes topics
such as planning for profitability, breed
selection, where to buy, understanding
goat behavior, good nutrition, disease
prevention, basic health care, proper
shelter and much more. 336 pages.
$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

The Backyard Goat
By Sue Weaver

SAVE
10%

This straightforward guide teaches
you how to choose, house, feed,
train, and breed the best goats for
your space and needs. Whether
you want to churn out fresh dairy
products, harvest soft cashmere for
knitting, or keep goats as playful
pets, The Backyard Goat makes it
easy to enjoy the benefits of owning goats, with no experience necessary. 215 pages.

$16.95
Now $14.99 — Save 10%

NEW!

Homemade Yogurt & Kefir

Home Cheese Making
By Ricki Carroll

By Gianaclis Caldwell

Step-by-step instructions cover the
basics of making dairy ferments,
from necessary equipment to the
myriad options for thickening,
sweetening, and flavoring. Techniques for making simple cheeses,
butter, whipped cream, and other
dairy products using yogurt and
milk ferments. 224 pages. $19.95

NEW!

50 DIY Projects for
Keeping Goats

85 recipes for cheeses and other dairy
products that require basic cheese
making techniques and the freshest
of ingredients, offering the satisfaction of turning out a coveted delicacy.
Among the step-by-step tested recipes
for cheese varieties are farmhouse
cheddar, gouda, fromage blanc, queso blanco, marscarpone, ricotta, and
30-minute mozzarella. Recipes for
dairy products include crème fraîche, sour cream, yogurt, kefir,
buttermilk, and clotted cream. 278 pages. $16.95

Tiny Goat, Big Cheese

By Janet Garman

Get ready to jump into the world
of goats, one DIY project at a time.
Owning and raising goats doesn’t
have to be an expensive venture.
With imagination, simple tools,
and salvaged or bargain materials, you can make everything
your goats need for their health,
safety, and entertainment. Packed
with useful information for goat owners, you’ll learn about
breeds, housing, nutrition, and more. 208 pages. $19.99

By Kate Johnson

NEW!

Kate Johnson didn’t set out to be a cheesemaker, let alone to open a cheesemaking
school. But her childhood passion for animals
and a serendipitous visit to a local goat farm
began a transformation in her life similar to
the transformation milk undergoes when it
becomes cheese! Kate shares with readers
how her childhood fantasies surprisingly led to a successful career
and meaningful lifestyle. 176 pages. $14.99

Book Order Form
Title			

Quantity

Book Total

Price

$

Shipping

$

Subtotal

$

WI Residents add
5.5% sales tax

$

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item, Call for Priority & Foreign Rates

Total U.S. Funds $
Name:

Visa

Address:

No.:

City:

Expiration:

State: 				

Zip:

MC

Discover

AmEx

Phone:

Mail to:
Goat Journal Bookstore, P.O. Box 1848, Carson City, NV 89702
Want Free Shipping?
Upgrade your subscription to ALL-ACCESS MEMBERSHIP and your books ship free in the
U.S. every day. Visit backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/all-membership to learn about
all the perks of membership or call 970-392-4419. It’s less than $1 more a month!
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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just for fun : : coloring & puzzle
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A T J O U R N November/December
A L R E A D E R C O N T E S T N O V E M20…
BER/DECEMBER
oat Journal ReaderG OContest
1

2

3

4

ACROSS

5

1. Ear mite:
Psoroptes _____.

6

7

2020

8

9

10
11

7. The _____ goat
is also called Desi,
Amritari, or Lahori,
depending on location.

12
13

14

8. Mange mite:
Saracoptes _____.

15
16

17

18

19

20

6. Substances that
block the activation
of thyroid hormones
by iodine:

21

2. Wingless flies
that infest sheep
and goats:
3. Goat breed that
sparked research
into predicting
seismic activity:
4. Goats have
good _____ and
learning skills to help
them find food.

14. _____ person
standard

5. Scrapie tags,
tattoos, and
microchips are legally
accepted _____
identification.

16. The Gävle goat sits
within _____ Square,
Gävle, Sweden.

9. Cumulative
toxin in non-GMO
cottonseed:

13. Black Bow Farm
raises _____ goats.

18. Sucking lice

s
Down
and _____ lice.
mite: Psoroptes _____.
2. Wingless flies that infest sheep and goats:
Name: _________________________________________________
19. Though
bstances that block the activation of thyroid hormones by iodine: 3. Goat breed that sparked research into predicting seismic
activity:Beetal
goats
threatened
Each issue,
wedepending
will offer
a chance
win_____
official
e _____ goat is also called Desi, Amritari,
or Lahori,
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good
and learning skills to help them
findare
food.
in India,
they are
Goat Journal swag! Enter to win a journal
completing
puzzle,
on.
5. Scrapieby
tags,
tattoos, and this
microchips
are legally accepted
_____
popular in _____.
using
answers found in this issue. The
winner will be chosen randomly
identification.
nge mite: Saracoptes
_____.
9. Cumulative
toxin in non-GMO
cottonseed:
lack Bow Farm raises _____
goats.
from
all correct submissions returned
by December
1, 2020.
20. Traditional
10. Goatman's wife:
____ person standard
Icelandic skyr:
11. Goatman on the Greek Island of Skyros:
he Gävle goat sits within _____ Square, Gävle, Sweden.
yogurt with _____.
12. Translates to "Yule buck" or "Christmas buck:"
ucking lice and _____ lice.
hough Beetal goats are threatened in India, they are popular in 15. Earliest recorded soap makers: _____ textile workers.
21. Caroling and
.
17. _____ does not completely absolve farm hosts of liability.
Julebukking are
also called _____.
raditional Icelandic skyr: yogurt with _____.
aroling and Julebukking are also called _____.

Print, fill out, and send to:
Goat Journal
Reader Contest
P.O. Box 566,
Medford, WI 54451

DOWN

10. Goatman's wife:
11. Goatman on
the Greek Island
of Skyros:
12. Translates to
"Yule buck" or
"Christmas buck:"
15. Earliest recorded
soap makers: _____
textile workers.
17. _____ does not
completely absolve
farm hosts of liability.

Print, fill out, then take
a picture and email to:
goatjournal@gmail.com
Message your answers to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

WINNER!
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The winner of the July/August Goat Journal Reader Contest
is Francis Graves Jr.! Enjoy your journal, Francis!

CO LO R I N G PAG E

Show us your artistic side! Send photos of your finished coloring pages to goatjournal@gmail.com
and we will display them in our next issue. (Be sure to tell us if your goats did the coloring!)

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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just for fun : : reader coloring pages

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

A. Submitted by Jenna Lee. B. Submitted by Elka Lefebvre. C. Hi! l’m Mary.
I’m 6 years old. I like to play with my goat, Rose. She is so playful; she is so
cute; she loves me, and she loves to run. I like my picture. I hope you had a
good day finding who’s picture is the best. D. Hi! I’m Joel. l enjoyed coloring
my picture. I’m 8 years old. l love my baby goat, Buttercup. I‘ve taught her
tricks, and how to shake. She loves to eat! E. Hi I am Josh and I’m 11. I had a
fun time coloring my picture. I hope you like it. I love my show goat, Clover.
We’ve had fun times together. F. My name is Sarah Hershberger, age 12. We
live on a farm and milk around 80 goats. We have to bottle feed some goats.
We all like to bottle feed the goats. G. By Katie Hershberger, age 10. H. By
Merle Hershberger, age 7. I. This is from a previous issue. Colored by Travis,
age 7. Submitted by Whitney Barron. J. Hi! I am Leah, from Rockin Triple L
Farm. I loved coloring this page while looking out the window at my goats.
Thanks! — Leah. K. I am five years old and love goats! — Lacy. L. Hi, I am 12
years old and a friend of Rockin Triple L Farm. I had a great day with their
goats and coloring this picture! — Brent.

goat journal : : coming attractions
STAY T U N E D !
A NEW YEAR WITH NEW OPPORTUNITIES!
WE WELCOME 2021 WITH STORIES ON:
• Malpresentation During Kidding
• Caring for Preemie Kids
• The Legalities of Guarding Your Goats
• Using the Internet to Promote Your Small Farm
• Selecting a Herd Management System
• How Angora Goats Improve Soil Health
• Genetic Testing: How and Why
• A Breed Profile of the Cretan Kri-Kri.
• PLUS Back From the Vet, Secret Life of Goats, and MORE!
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IF YOU HAVE GOATS,
YOU NEED...

=The most effective teat disinfectant to prevent mastitis
=Lower cell counts, treatment costs and cull rates
=Excellent general use disinfectant for: injection sites, any cut or
wound, navels on newborn kids and udder dermatitis (udder rot)

1-800-656-6007 | www.FightBac.com

Successful kidding starts now!
Feed the right mix
Mineral mixes and additives formulated by Premier’s own
small ruminant nutritionist, Dr. Dan Morrical, PhD.
The Shepherd’s Choice™ Gold Formula Premixes contain
high levels of selenium, zinc, iodine and other essential trace
minerals for optimum flock health. Trace mineral premixes
are mixed with salt for stock on pasture. Finisher mixes are
combined with feed for livestock being fed concentrate rations.
Add A/D/E Premix to salt or the animals’ feed to supplement
diets that lack fresh forage.

Questions? Ask an expert for free advice.
Visit our website: premier1supplies.com/advice
or email: sheepadvice@premier1supplies.com

For urgent concerns, contact your local veterinarian or nearest animal emergency clinic.

Premier1Supplies.com

•

800-282-6631

FREE shipping on qualified orders. Contact us for FREE Catalogs!

Prima Heat Lamp®
Durable • Safer • Effective • World-class

A safer, effective alternative
to common designs!





To warm kids, lambs, calves, poultry and other
young animals.
Provides warmth in barns or stables for any
animal that is sick, weak or cold.
Heavy duty plastic shield keeps animals from
damaging bulb.

See these items and more online or
in our 2021 Equipment catalog!

